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ABSTRACT 
 
  
 The study is qualitative and entitled “Exploring how Masekitlane can be used as a 
narrative therapeutic tool with children in grade four".  It focuses on investigating the 
indigenous game Masekitlane as a narrative therapeutic tool with children in grade 4, 
at a South African primary school.  This tool seems to be relevant since South Africa 
is a multilingual and multicultural society and there is a need for indigenous 
therapeutic tools for children experiencing emotional difficulties at school.  Kekae-
Moletsane (2008) used Masekitlane as a therapeutic tool; Odendaal (2009) used it 
as an assessment tool and Modikoe (2010) supported the findings of Kekae-
Moletsane and Odendaal. The game can be played by distressed children or 
children who are excited.The participants for the study were children who were 
referred in our unit (Inclusion & Special Schools) and were purposefully selected with 
the help of their educators.  The participants were experiencing learning barriers but 
interaction with them revealed they were showing symptoms of emotional problems.  
Other participants in the study included two educators - the participant’s class 
educators and three family members of the participants. The theoretical approach 
adopted in the study was based on constructivism.  Techniques from White and 
Epston's (1990) narrative therapy approach were used during the course of the 
interventions.  Data were collected through interviews, open-ended questionnaires, 
observations and field notes.  Analysis of the data was done through content 
analysis and the two major themes which emerged were narratives around the 
preparation of food and narratives about interactions in the family.. The findings from 
the study were that the use of Masekitlane as a therapeutic tool during narrative 
therapy allowed the participants to reflect their experiences with ease on urgent and 
less urgent issues, their past experiences and how they could use these to cope in 
future.  Masekitlane can be used to obtain information about the context in which the 
children live, about their relationships and socialisation with family members in a way 
which enables the children not to be burdened by the intervention.  
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CHAPTER 1 
RATIONALE AND OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY 
 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter is an introduction to the study which investigates the indigenous game 
Masekitlane as a narrative therapeutic intervention tool with children in grade four at 
a South African school.  As Kekae-Moletsane (2008, p. 368) describes the game,  
Masekitlana is a traditional seSotho game that is mostly played by 
children in South African townships and rural areas. It is a monologue 
play, played by one child at a time, alone or while other children are 
listening attentively. During play children usually relate stories about 
things that worry or excite them, things they imagine, their wishes, things 
they detest, things about people they detest, and things around them. 
 
This game and its possibilities are the focus of the empirical research done with two 
grade four children as a case study for this dissertation. The chapter sections are 
composed of a background and rationale for the study, in which there is a brief 
description of my interest in the indigenous game. The reason for attempting to use 
the game as a therapeutic tool arose from my observations of children playing it 
when I taught them. The section which follows the background explains how my 
research was different from that done by others using Masekitlane. I looked 
specifically at the narrative principles at play in exploring Masekitlane as a 
therapeutic intervention. Following that there is a brief discussion on the purpose of 
study; the theoretical framework and concept clarification are then given as well as 
the researcher's assumptions in the study (Hipsky, 2006). There is a section on the 
research design and methodology as well as the ethical considerations because of 
the nature of the intervention with young children. The conclusion of the chapter 
contains an outline of the other chapters in the dissertation. 
1.2 BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY 
As a young child I used to play the game of Masekitlane though I do not remember 
the stories I related in my childhood games. Later as a qualified educator I taught at 
a primary school. It was there that I observed children playing Masekitlane, often to 
the detriment of their attention to the learning tasks on hand. When the children were 
asked what their stories were about, they would withhold that information. They were 
apparently stories they could only share among themselves and in fact it seemed to 
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be a way of sharing secrets among them. When I started studying psychology, I 
recalled playing the game as a child and also remembered the period as a primary 
school educator in which I had ample opportunity to see others playing. 
The types of games which are played by children are influenced by the environment 
they live in.  Kekae-Moletsane (2008, p.367) says,  
Most African children in South African townships and rural areas from 
disadvantaged families do not have toys. They improvise by playing with 
freely available materials for instance, sticks and stones, clay, sand, soil, 
and so on. They play games that do not require commercialised material.  
Masekitlana is one of these games. 
 
The game is also communal, for instance, after lunch everybody goes out into the 
street to find playmates (Modikoe, 2010). Masekitlane is played using two stones, 
hitting them together as the participant is telling other players a story (Kekae-
Moletsane, 2008).The game was originally a northern Sotho game but it has 
migrated with the people who play it to other provinces (Drimie & Casale, 2009).  
Although stones were used, the objects are now situational to townships and the 
number of stones used seems to have increased. Older children prefer to set a 
scene on a blank page and hit or tell a story using a pen or pencil (Selepe, 2011; 
Modikoe, 2010). In the game, one player tells a story while the rest of the 
participants listen. According to Kekae-Moletsane (2008) the form of the game 
allows for everyone, no matter how shy or overt the child might be, to participate.  
Play of this type is therefore defined in the context of the participants and what they 
have at their disposal to use (Selepe, 2011).  Because the stories told in the game of 
Masekitlane are what Mclean, Pasupathi and Pals (2007, p.262) call 'situated stories' 
the emphasis in the stories is personal, relating to some specific event and is also 
performed in front of a specific audience, they can be supposed to have the purpose 
of developing and maintaining the selves of the tellers.   
 
However, another of the important factors to consider in the situation of the children 
who play the game is their position from a larger perspective. I describe this larger 
picture as follows. The South African Constitution (1996) guaranteed and continues 
to do so, among other things, the realisation of human rights. In addition South Africa 
is signatory to the United Nations Charter on the Rights of Children. In this Charter 
(Children’s Rights Centre, 2008, n.p.) is the statement about the right to education: 
"Every child has the right to education that aims to develop his/her 
personality, mental and physical abilities.  Education should nurture 
respect for a child’s parents, for the child’s own cultural identity, language 
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and values, as well as for the cultural background and values of others.  
Children have the right to an excellent education in any school".  
 
‘Excellent education’ includes the complementary services of educational 
psychologists. When assessment, diagnosis and intervention facilitates the 
psychological adjustment and development of school going children those activities 
support a child’s right to education. It could be said that the development of 
personality, mental and physical abilities is enhanced by the contribution of 
educational psychologists.  In July 2007, children made up approximately 38% of the 
48.7 million people living in South Africa (Institute of Statistics UNESCO, 2007).  
There was an estimated equivalent number of children (6 million) in each of the three 
traditionally demarcated age groups: 0-5 year olds, 6-11 year olds and 12-17 year 
olds. The enrolment of primary school children in schools has increased by nearly 
40% from 1999 to 2007 (Institute of Statistics UNESCO, 2007). Emotional and social 
problems are fuelled by poverty, the prevalence of HIV/ AIDS, violence and 
increasing food scarcity (Wylie, 2001; Kidman, Petrow & Heymann, 2007).The 
impact of these socio-economic challenges on successful education and healthy 
psychological adjustment necessitates the services of educational psychologists who 
serve their clients as well as they can.  It is much more likely that using assessment 
or therapeutic tools with children that they are familiar with and in a language which 
is their own mother tongue will prove to be more efficacious. In addition if the 
intervention is culturally sensitive (Sue & Zane, 2009) it is likely to have more impact.  
 
The gradual loss of indigenous forms of knowledge is a sad fact of the globalised 
world (Bandawe, 2005; Nekhwevha, 2000; Mundy & Lloyd-Laney, 1992). Efforts are 
afoot to salvage what is being lost (Chilisa, 2005; Mundy & Lloyd-Laney, 1992), but it 
is useful also for South African psychologists to remember this significant factor.  
Bandawe (2005, p.298) says, 
"The challenge that has faced psychology is to offer students in the 
African context knowledge that is relevant to the challenges, puzzles, and 
dilemmas that the students experience as part of their everyday lives.  
Given the globalized context in which today’s Africa exists, psychology 
has to balance the global agenda with local needs". 
 
The local needs for practitioners of psychology include in South Africa, an effort to 
use the rich stock of indigenous and cultural forms and philosophies about healing 
available to them from indigenous sources. The use of assessment and therapeutic 
intervention tools and strategies which are appropriate to cultural diversity can go a 
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long way towards helping children to develop to their full potential (Nwoye, 2006).  
Ho (Afonso, 2009, p.37) defines indigenous psychology as, 
" ... the study of human behaviour and mental processes within a cultural 
context that relies on values, concepts, belief systems, methodologies and 
other resources indigenous to the specific ethnic or cultural group under 
investigation ... ". 
 
Masekitlane has been previously researched as an assessment tool (Odendaal 
2010, p.4), and it has been used as a therapeutic intervention (Kekae-Moletsane, 
2008).  Kekae-Moletsane (2008, p.374) suggests, 
There is a dearth of research work on African play, especially in 
psychotherapy. Africa has a rich culture that has not yet been properly 
explored. I therefore suggest that further research should be conducted 
with regard to African culture and psychology. South Africa is a 
multicultural and multilingual society and African people form the majority 
of the population. 
 
The narrative principles which could be at work in the game when it is viewed from 
the perspective of a therapeutic intervention have not been written about. By offering 
a contribution on that topic I will add to existing knowledge and own my "own view" 
(Ponterotto & Grieger, 2007, p.413). Underpinning my research is the idea that the 
further value of Masekitlane as a therapeutic intervention relates to the fact that it is 
a game played by children. Play in children is a standard form of expression. It is an 
activity with which children can externalise their internal feelings and make sense of 
their reality. Telling stories is another way in which it is possible for humans to come 
to grips with their experiences in the world (MacLean, Pasupathi & Pals, 2007) and 
this is what playing and telling enables in Masekitlane - a valuable experience for 
children. 
1.3 THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
The theoretical framework of this study is based on the ideas of social 
constructivism. Social constructivists emphasize the importance of culture and 
context in understanding what occurs in society and constructing knowledge based 
on this understanding. Constructivist philosophers (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003; Crotty, 
1998) maintain that humans create knowledge actively as they interact with others. 
Ponterotto (2005, p.129) maintains on the same subject that, "a distinguishing 
characteristic of constructivism is the centrality of the interaction between the 
investigator and the object of investigation."  The ‘paradigm’ as I understand it in this 
minor dissertation is an ‘epistemological position’ (Luitel, Settelmaier, Pereira, Joyce, 
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Nhalevilo, Cupane & Taylor, 2009; Niglas, 2001) I adopt, or the set of beliefs about 
how the world is constituted that rings true for me.  From that position I will attribute 
meaning to experiences, interactions, and the reality.  Ponterotto (2005, 128) says 
that "a research paradigm sets the context for an investigator’s study". The 
constructivist-interpretivist paradigm refers to an individual’s making meaning of 
knowledge within a social context and through interaction with their environment 
(Ponterotto, 2005; Vygotsky, 1978).   
  
Berger & Luckman (1966) argue that all knowledge, including the most basic, taken 
for granted as common sense knowledge of everyday reality, is derived from and 
maintained by social interactions. When people interact, they do so with the 
understanding that their respective perceptions of reality are related.  As they act on 
this understanding their common knowledge of reality becomes reinforced. More 
recent findings of cognitive scientists suggest that this is a physical phenomenon and 
that humans are 'hard-wired' for this, reinforcing what constructivists have said 
(Borenstein & Ruppin, 2008; Bering, 2002; Giacomo, Fogassi & Gallese, 2001).  The 
meaning of the knowledge they construct depends on the interpretation of everyone 
involved.  Another important factor in the ideas of social constructivists is that human 
experience is personal and different for each individual experiencing it (Denzin & 
Lincoln, 2003, p.35; Charmaz, 2000, p.510; Crotty, 1998, p.42).  The aim of this 
study, considering constructivist principles, was to explore how the game 
Masekitlane could be used as a narrative therapeutic tool by an educational 
psychologist and children in grade four.  Each person participating in the experience 
will have a different version of reality according to a constructivist model.  Reality for 
different individuals over a period of time is also different for each person.  
Constructivists also recognise the mutual interaction between the researcher and the 
participants in constructing meaning.   
 
Using Social Constructivism as my theoretical framework, I regarded Masekitlane 
from a narrative therapeutic framework.  Narrative therapy has been well established 
for many years. Goolishian and Anderson’s publications in the 1980s (Becvar & 
Becvar, 1996, pp. 286-287) speak about “therapeutic conversations”/ “collaborative 
language systems”/ “narrative therapy”. Since the 1980s narrative therapy has 
become a valued intervention in psychotherapy approach (Daniel, 2009; Angus & 
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McLeod, 2004; Schafer, 1992; White & Epston, 1990; Spence, 1982).  Payne (2006, 
pp. 10 ff.) outlines the particular characteristics of narrative therapy:  
 the person tells the problematic story in a safe space;  
 the therapist asks clarifying questions, a store of remembered material 
becomes available for therapy;  
 the client names the problem, using externalising language to name it, the 
identity of the client can be separated from the problem in this way;  
 there is an assumption that cultural, social and political issues will be meshed 
and often blamed for the problem;  
 relative influence questioning is used to further separate identity and problem; 
unique outcomes emerge as memories, they are deconstructed through 
questions about the inconsistencies with the main story;  
 the client is invited to take a position on the problem;  
 therapeutic documents can be used;  
 re-membering takes place;  
 outsider witnesses can be used as an audience; there can be retelling of the 
story to enrich the self-story.   
 
There is a distinction to be made between narratives and narrative therapy (Payne, 
2006, pp.19-21). Narratives or stories are a fundamental way by which human 
beings interpret reality, and that topic has been richly researched especially recently 
as more and more is understood about the physical brain-body feedback loop and 
the emotions (Schiff, 2006; Stafford, 2006). Narrative is invaluable for us for 
constructing our sense of self as humans and with the advent of cognitive 
psychology has become increasingly important as neurologists examine what the 
meaning of self is for persons (Eakin, 2004; Damasio, 1994; Damasio, 2004; 
Gaugusch & Seaman, 2004; Varela, Thompson & Rosch, 1992).  White and Epston 
(1990) are well-known for the contribution they have made through narrative therapy 
which provides a means of retelling stories with hope, rather than from a ‘problem-
saturated position’ (White, 1997; Abels & Abels, 2001; Payne, 2006). Narrative 
therapy as described by Michael White (Denborough, 2011): 
"... narrative practice consists of a specific form of inquiry that: ... brings 
together a person’s diverse experiences of life into a story line that is unifying 
of these experiences, and that provides a sense of personal continuity 
through the course of their history. The arrangement of experiences of life 
around  specific themes and relevant metaphors contributes significantly to 
this unification and sense of continuity". 
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Wolter, DiLillo and Kenn (2006) have researched the impact of narrative therapy in 
successfully externalizing problems in people’s lives in the counseling and 
therapeutic setting and so helping people to make different meanings out of their 
lives.   
1.4 CONCEPT CLARIFICATION 
1.4.1 Social Constructivism 
According to Vygotsky (1978) social constructivism pertains to a psychological 
construct.  Social constructivism is defined as a process of making meaning from 
knowledge within one’s social context.  Constructivists point out that knowledge is 
constructed through language and words to give meaning to human experience, 
human interactions and relationships (Ponterotto, 2005; Botello & Herrero, 2000; 
Morrow, 2007). 
1.4.2 Play 
Play is defined as a synthesis of cognitive, imaginative and motor activities which 
facilitate a child’s growth and development (Orton, 1997). Schriver (2001, p.6) 
defines play as "the way children learn what none can teach them". 
1.4.3 Masekitlane 
Masekitlane is a traditional South African game which is usually played by distressed 
children. Kekae-Moletsane (2008, p.175) defines it as follows:  
“The children express themselves verbally while playing with stones.  It 
develops children’s communication and coping skills, and also serves as a 
therapeutic tool”. 
 
1.4.4 Indigenous Psychology 
Indigenous psychology takes into account cultural and indigenous ways of knowing.  
Ho (1998, p.94) defines it as "the study of human behaviour and mental processes 
within a cultural context that relies on values, concepts, belief systems, 
methodologies and other resources" (Ho, 1998, p. 94).  In such a discipline people 
are treated "as interactive and proactive agents of their own actions" as these 
actions occur in a meaningful context (Kim, Park & Berry, 2000, p. 71). The 
psychology which is indigenous seeks to take what is native to the culture as the 
practitioners perform the scientific study of human behavior while valuing what 
Western psychology offers (Zhou & Siu, 2009; Bandawe, 2005; Chilisa, 2005; Kim & 
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Berry 1993; Mundy & Lloyd-Laney, 1992).  Azuma (1984, p.53) says to develop a 
“culturally appropriate psychology it should be based on and be responsive to 
indigenous culture and indigenous realities”.  Adair (2006, pp. 468-469), cautions,  
"An important point to understand is that although the need for indigenous 
psychology development is universal (outside of the United States), the extent 
of that need and the degree of transformation of the discipline that is required 
is not uniform throughout the world". 
 
1.4.5 Indigenous Knowledge 
Warren (1991) and Flavier (1995) define indigenous knowledge as the local 
knowledge that is unique to a given culture or society. It is knowledge about a 
particular culture and embedded in it is the basis of local people's knowledge as they 
have constructed their reality and continue to construct it.  An African epistemology 
reflects indigenous and traditional ways of responding to the world – these include 
non-scientific ways of knowing, morality, metaphysics and holism.  Breidlid (2008, 
p.140) explains the current situation: 
"The important contributions of philosophers and theologians like Mbiti … and 
Idowu … have exposed the importance of metaphysics and religion in African 
epistemology whereas the Ghanaian philosopher Gyekye … has analyzed 
African worldviews and cultures in terms of a tradition - modernity dichotomy". 
 
The widespread belief in metaphysics, holism (all things are interconnected in a 
mythical and non scientific way) and the profundity of the continuing existence of a 
living oral tradition are important. 
 
If culture, according to Berry, Poortinga, Segal and Dasen (2002, p.226), is defined 
as "that complex whole which includes knowledge, beliefs, art, morals, laws, 
customs and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of a 
society", then indigenous knowledge is at the base of the culture of indigenous 
people. Based on my understanding culture is a set of norms, which governs a 
particular group.  
 
1.4.6 Psychotherapy  
Prochaska and Norcross (2003, p.4) define psychotherapy as 'the informed and 
intentional application of clinical methods and interpersonal stances derived from 
established psychological principles for the purpose of assisting people to modify 
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their behaviours, cognitions, emotions and/or other personal characteristics in the 
directions that the participants deem desirable.'   
 
1.4.7 Narrative therapy 
Morgan (2000, n.p.) describes narrative therapy as follows: 
"...narrative therapy seeks to be a respectful, non-blaming approach to 
counselling and community work, which centres people as the experts in 
their own lives. It views problems as separate from people and assumes 
people have many skills, competencies, beliefs, values, commitments and 
abilities that will assist them to reduce the influence of problems in their 
lives". 
It is this way that I understand and use the concept of narrative therapy. 
 
1.4.8 Developmental stages 
Mascolo and Fischer (2005, p. 62) describe developmental stages in children in 
terms of the new constructivism in cognitive development which is based on the 
central tenets of Piaget’s thinking: 
"Cognitive development involves qualitative and quantitative changes in 
psychological structures. However, the new constructivism maintains that 
transformations in psychological structures are tied to speciﬁc tasks, 
domains, and social contexts.  While retaining the principle that individual 
action functions as a central organizer of cognitive change, the new 
constructivism more fully embraces the joining of biological, psychological, 
and sociocultural processes as co-acting causes of cognitive change". 
 
However there are now much larger debates about development as a result of 
modern genetics and studies of cell biology.  Gotlieb (2005, pp 16-17) explains them 
as follows: 
"Thus, the nature of the process of individual development was finally 
understood to be of an emergent character, wherein new structures and 
functions appear during the maturation of the organism.  The next debates 
concerned the sources of these new structures and functions, and these 
were partitioned into nature (heredity or genes) and nurture (environment 
or learning).  Recently, as probabilistic epigenesis has more or less 
triumphed over predetermined epigenesis, the cause of development is 
now understood to be relational (coactive), in which genetics, neurology, 
behavior, and environmental influences are all seen as essential and as 
acting in concert to bring about developmental outcomes, whether 
physical or psychological".   
 
My understanding of the stages of development of the children who were participants 
in the study is derived from the original ideas of Piaget as being divided into an early 
childhood (birth to 9 years), a middle childhood, early adolescent stage and so on, 
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but I have tried to take account of some additional factors such as relationships to 
others, but it was not possible in such a short study, nor was it practicable to find out 
about genetics or neurology. I limited myself to behaviour and environmental 
influences on the participants of the study. 
1.5 THE RESEARCH QUESTION 
The problem to be investigated in this study is: “How can Masekitlane be used as a 
narrative therapeutic intervention tool with children in grade four?” 
The aim of the research is to investigate the game of Masekitlane as it is used as 
narrative therapeutic intervention tool with children in grade four.   
The objectives are:  
 To observe, document and describe children in grade four referred to me, 
while they play Masekitlane, used as therapeutic intervention tool.  
 To formulate recommendations should Masekitlane be used as a narrative 
therapeutic intervention tool by counsellors and educational psychologists. 
1.6 RESEARCHER ASSUMPTIONS 
The assumptions I had as I embarked on the research journey was that playing 
Masekitlane allows children to tell stories in their own language and in a way familiar 
and comfortable to them; some of the stories they might tell would be "problem-
saturated".  If the stories were then treated as narratives to be used from a narrative 
therapeutic approach, I could help the children who had been referred to me. In 
chapter 3 I indicate how I attempted to 'bracket' my assumptions in order for the 
findings to emerge (Hipsky, 2006). 
1.7 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
In approaching the research design and methodology I made some assumptions 
about my research paradigm or world view as well as those relating to my research 
approach. These are discussed in the sections following in a brief way as they are 
covered more extensively later in the dissertation. 
1.7.1 Research Paradigm 
The world view which I adopt for this dissertation is that of the social constructivists.  
Ponterotto (2002, p.397) says, "Though there are many different classifications of 
research paradigms found in the literature, the one I prefer for parsimony and clarity 
was included in four categories: positivism, postpositivism, constructivism, and 
critical theory". Based on his distinctions I have chosen constructivism. By that I 
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understand that knowledge is socially constructed and is dependent on the individual 
who gives it meaning in terms of her/his cultural ecology.  In Chapter Three I indicate 
how this paradigm enabled me to engage with the research topic. 
1.7.2 Research Approach 
In this study I have adopted a qualitative approach rather than a quantitative one.  
Deductive research would mean I started from a positivist assumption and did not 
take account of the way we all construct our realities differently. An inductive 
approach to the research about exploring how Masekitlane can be used as a 
narrative therapeutic intervention tool with children in grade four meant collecting 
data to answer the question.  I did this by observing, documenting and reflecting on 
what I had seen. Ponterotto (2002, p. 399) explains the value of this approach, " ... in 
constructivist and critical theory research paradigms, qualitative methods are 
incorporated that empower the research participants to be co-investigators in the 
study and, in fact, to help determine the research question and focus of study".  The 
attempt to understand the processes by which knowledge was co-constructed and a 
hopeful narrative emerged was based on my understanding that the therapeutic 
intervention would be efficacious. I consulted literature pertinent to the topic although 
I followed an inductive research approach. 
1.7.3 Research Design 
The primary goal of the study was to explore how Masekitlane can be used as a 
narrative therapeutic intervention tool. To accomplish this, I chose a qualitative 
research approach with a case study design. Merriam (1988) as cited in Merriam 
(2002, p. 205) defines a qualitative case study as 'an intensive holistic description 
and analysis of a single entity, phenomenon or social unit'. Case studies provide 
researchers with complex social phenomena while preserving the holistic and 
meaningful characteristics of everyday events (Yin, 1994). Case studies are a 
valuable tool for understanding human behaviour in depth (Stake, 2000).  
1.7.4 Research Methodology  
The participants included two grade four children, who were purposefully selected as 
they were referred to me after they had experienced barriers to learning. Purposeful 
selection according to Palys (n.d., n.p.) must be guided by these considerations: 
"To say you will engage in purposive sampling signifies that you see 
sampling as a series of strategic choices about, with whom, where and 
how to do your research. Two things are implicit in that statement. First is 
that the way that you sample has to be tied to your objectives.  Second is 
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an implication that follows from the first, i.e., that there is no one “best” 
sampling strategy because which is “best” will depend on the context in 
which you are working and the nature of your research objective(s). 
 
The participants were individually observed whilst playing Masekitlane. The research 
methods which guided my research will be discussed in chapter 3.  
1.7.4.1 Data Collection 
The participants included two grade four children, who were referred to our unit in 
the district due to experiencing barriers to learning. Therefore they were purposefully 
selected as they formed part of the selection criteria, which is often called research 
sample (Coyne, 1997). One of the criteria was that they were individually observed 
whilst playing Masekitlane and they were therefore able to play the game in therapy. 
The participants were referred to me which was another of the criteria for selection. 
In this study, data collection was through multiple methods. These included 
interviews with two parents of the participants (at other times I would see the granny 
of one of the participants if the mother was not there) and two class educators. Field 
notes were kept. Audio versions of the interviews were listened to. Artifacts produced 
by the children were reflected on as a way of understanding their concepts of their 
reality.  Audio – visual data were recorded after seeking permission to do so from the 
parents, the participants, as well as the educators. (as indicated in ethical 
considerations, 1.8) It was then transcribed for analysis. Multiple visits (8) to the 
school, to observe, document and describe the children as they engaged with 
Masekitlane as a narrative therapeutic intervention were made. Unstructured 
interviews were used to collect data during therapeutic sessions (Creswell, 2002).  
The description of the best kind of unstructured interviews is clearly explained by 
Fontana and Frey (2005) - open ended interviews in which the interviewer and the 
interviewee sit together and talk about a particular aspect or topic and tape recording 
is taking place and the interviewer is taking down some notes. This was done with a 
view of clarifying certain aspects of what transpired during the play, what they did, 
what stories they told, the language used and how the characteristics of the shared 
indigenous knowledge base between children and the researcher were exemplified 
in the interactions (Pring, 2000). 
 
The observation was an ongoing process over the period of data collection.  My role 
was that of the researcher, an observer and a participant-observer (Creswell, 2002) 
and as an educational psychologist.  In my journal, field notes were recorded, as well 
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as the feelings I experienced as part of documenting evidence of data captured. I 
provide a detailed discussion on the data collection process in chapter 3. 
1.7.4.2 Data Analysis 
Content analysis was used in this study (Kohlbacher, 2006) - a research tool used to 
determine the presence of certain words or concepts within texts or sets of texts.  
Thomas (2003, p. 3) says, "The primary mode of analysis is the development of 
categories from the raw data into a model or framework that captures key themes 
and processes judged to be important by the researcher".  Researchers can analyse 
the presence, meanings and relationships of such words and concepts, and then 
make inferences about the messages within the texts. More discussion on the coding 
and interpretation of categories and codes is presented in the chapter on data 
analysis. 
1.7.5 Trustworthiness 
The credibility criteria for this study involved establishing that the results of 
qualitative research are credible or believable from the perspective of the 
participants in the research. Since, from this perspective, the purpose of qualitative 
research is to describe or understand the phenomena of interest from the 
participant’s eyes, the participants are the only ones who can legitimately judge the 
credibility of the results. To ensure credibility of the study, all efforts were made to 
accurately represent the phenomena studied by providing details on the type of data 
used and how the data were collected and analysed. This gives rich data and the 
picture of what is going on. Therefore as a researcher in order to maintain 
trustworthiness, I have adhered to demands for credibility, dependability and 
confirmability and transferability. This is discussed in detail in chapter 3. 
1.8 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
As an educational psychologist I am registered with HPCSA and the code of ethics 
as stipulated by the professional body applies.  The university’s ethical clearance 
certificate was issued and attached as Appendix A. Letters of consent from 
education authorities, parents, the school principal and educators where the study 
was carried out as well as assent letters from the participants are also attached as 
Appendix A. 
 
In this study I adhered to ethical principles of informed consent, confidentiality and 
anonymity, the right of participants to withdraw from the study, safety from harm, 
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feedback and benefiting the various interested parties in the study (Health 
Profession Act, 1974). This was also indicated to the participants and their parents 
during our first meeting, using the language that is reasonably/easily understood by 
them. (Health Profession Act, 1974). 
 
I elaborate on my ethical conduct in chapter 3. 
1.9 OUTLINE OF CHAPTERS 
Chapter 2 provides the reader with my theoretical framework and detailed literature 
review considering my research question. In particular I considered Masekitlane from 
a social constructivist point of view, considering contextual play, indigenous 
knowledge and narrative therapy.  
In Chapter 3 I discuss the paradigm, the approach and then the design and outline 
of the research. Lastly I discuss the process of data collection, data analysis and 
trustworthiness. 
Chapter 4 is a discussion of how the data were collected, data analysis and 
interpretation of the findings and conclusion. Furthermore I summarise the study, 
make recommendations informed by the outcome of the research and discuss 
limitations, strengths and contributions of the study and lastly I provide a conclusion. 
1.10 CONCLUSION 
 Chapter one is an introduction to the study. It gives an overview of the entirety of the 
dissertation in brief form and introduces the reader to the subsequent chapters. The 
background and rationale of the study are discussed.  Matters pertaining to the aim 
and objectives of the dissertation were presented to inform subsequent chapters. 
Various definitions and clarifications of key ideas were presented. The research 
paradigm, approach, and design were briefly touched on. The next chapter is a 
discussion on the theoretical frame work of the study. 
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                                                CHAPTER 2 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND LITERATURE STUDY 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter focuses on the literature which supported and informed this research, 
specifically from the point of view of exploring Masekitlane as a narrative therapeutic 
intervention tool to therapy. The empirical research, namely the case study, was also 
supported by literature, but the review is what Fink (2005, p.3) has called, “a 
systematic, explicit and reproducible method for identifying, evaluating and 
synthesizing the existing body of completed and recorded work produced by 
researchers, scholars and practitioners” on the subject being investigated.  Important 
concepts such as play, the development of play in children, and the central role of 
play in children’s communication, Masekitlane as a form of play, indigenous 
psychology, and indigenous knowledge are developed in the overall context of 
narrative therapy and social constructivism. 
 
2.2 THEORETICAL PHILOSOPHICAL FRAMEWORK 
This study is informed by the philosophical framework of Social Constructivism.  It is 
a qualitative study and the design, method and other relevant issues are discussed 
in more detail in chapter 3. 
2.2.1 Social constructivism 
As this study must be contextualised in a larger philosophical picture, the discussion 
which follows covers what I understand is meant by Social Constructivism.  I used 
the ideas of the Social Constructivists in this study because the participants and I 
tried to construct meaning from their stories (co-constructing their stories).  I did not 
impose my own meaning on the stories they told or believe that there was some 
general, external truth that existed outside the participants and myself - which I 
would be able to access. Social constructivism is a theory about knowledge or as 
Oldfather, West, White and Wilmarth (1999, p. 8) explain: 
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"Social Constructivism is a particular view of knowledge, a view of how we 
come to know.  In this view, learning is constructed through interactions 
with others, which take place within a specific socio-cultural context".   
The common characteristic of constructivist philosophers is an assumption that 
people act towards things in terms of the meaning they have attached to those 
things. A constructivist approach was deemed appropriate to this study as the 
participants would through their stories and my questions act towards those 
narratives according to whatever meaning they have attached to them. I review 
briefly indigenous psychology, its importance, narrative, narrative therapy, play, 
central role of play in children's communication, and Masekitlane as an indigenous 
game. 
 
2.2.2 Constructivism and learning 
A constructivist epistemology was chosen to interpret my experience of exploring 
how the game of Masekitlane could be used as a therapeutic narrative tool with 
grade four children. During the playing of the game the child participants generated 
data which I collected and analysed. Because the theory of constructivism states that 
learning is a search for meaning, I decided that I needed to consider the generation 
of meaning; from the point of view of social interactions from the narratives I 
collected (Hanson & Sinclair, 2008; Morrone, Harkness, D’Ambrosio & Caulfield, 
2004; Palincsar, 1998).   
 
The constructivist theory of learning is based on the constructivist epistemology 
(Kozulin, Gindis, Ageyev & Miller, 2003; Morrone, Harkness, D’Ambrosio & Caulfield, 
2004).  One of the fundamental thinkers in this area was Lev Vygotsky (1978, n.p.).  
He proposed that in learning in terms of constructivist principles there is a ‘zone of 
proximal development’, key to all learning: 
"The "Zone of Proximal Development" (ZPD) [my italics] furnishes 
psychologists and educators with a tool through which the internal course 
of development can be understood. By using this method we can take 
account of not only the cycles and maturation processes that have already 
been completed but also those processes that are currently in a state of 
formation that are just beginning to mature and develop".   
 
Kozulin (2003, p. 17) explains further: 
"Vygotskian theory stipulates that the development of the child’s higher 
mental processes depends on the presence of mediating agents in the 
child’s interaction with the environment. Vygotsky himself primarily 
emphasized symbolic tools – mediators appropriated by children in the 
context of particular sociocultural activities, the most important of which he 
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considered to be formal education.  Russian students of Vygotsky 
researched two additional types of mediation – mediation through another 
human being and mediation in a form of organized learning activity". 
 
The therapeutic interventions with the grade four children were not part of an 
organised learning activity of the same order as the children had experienced at 
school. However, it was still an organised intervention, one mediated by another 
human being and one which used highly symbolic tools - stones.  In addition, as the 
playing of Masekitlane is part of the children's and the researcher's sociocultural 
toolkit, it served the function of a learning activity.  Morrone, Harkness, d’Ambrosio 
and Caulfield (2004, p. 21) say:  
"Much of the recent interest in social constructivism can be linked to 
Vygotsky (1978) who argued that social interaction promotes development 
and learning. A central part of Vygotsky’s approach is the role of more 
capable others, who facilitate the child’s development by ‘scaffolding’ the 
child within the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD). The ZPD is the 
‘distance’ between what a child can do with help from others (assisted 
performance) and what the child can do with no help from others 
(unassisted performance)". 
 
It was assumed in this research that the grade four children made "unassisted 
performances" while they played Masekitlane; and my intervention could be 
described as the help offered by a more capable other person ("assisted 
performance").  In facilitating the children's development, particularly in the case of 
children struggling with emotional difficulties, through a therapeutic narrative 
intervention, the researcher believed she would be "scaffolding" the children in the 
ZPD. 
 
Buchanan and Smith (1998, p. 62) comment on Vygotsky's influence: 
"Although constructivism was a central tenet of Piagetian theory, it has 
developed into a broad educational framework that other theorists (e.g., 
learning theorists, information-processing psychologists, and 
developmental psychologists) now agree upon.  The framework is based 
on the assumption that knowledge is constructed by learners and 
incorporates Vygotsky's idea that knowledge is co-constructed through 
collaboration with others. This assumption is supported by cognitive 
research showing that learners construct their own understandings, that 
new information must be somehow connected to existing schemata, and 
that all learning is dependent on prior knowledge". 
 
Of key importance is the statement that, "knowledge is constructed by learners and 
... is co-constructed through collaboration with others".  In making decisions about 
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the research design and methodology I worked on this assumption.  This is more 
fully described in chapter 3. 
 
Lane (2007, p. 160) has expanded on the importance of the concepts of personal 
knowledge construction and social knowledge construction for persons: 
"Personal knowledge constructivism holds that individuals must construct 
their own knowledge through the meaningful experiences they undergo …   
Students are seen as individuals having their own conceptual frameworks, 
built up over time and varying according to their particular experiences 
and surroundings.  Changing the internal framework of … concepts within 
a student is a complex task, one that cannot be met by direct (traditional) 
instruction alone …". 
 
The participants in grade four within the limits of their experience would attribute 
meaning to the experiences they had undergone (and then recounted in the 
Masekitlane game). To change the internal framework of concepts of the children 
would be achieved by indirect means - the therapeutic intervention, narrative 
therapy. What I anticipated was that the internal framework of concepts of the 
children would be changed after the narrative therapeutic intervention - in line with 
Lane's (2007, p. 159) two key kinds of knowledge construction: 
"Different aspects of constructivism are espoused by educators, but two of 
particular importances are 'personal knowledge construction" and "social 
knowledge construction'".  
 
I therefore anticipated the "personal knowledge construction" would be changed, but 
so would the children benefit from the "social knowledge construction" they would 
experience as a group.   
 
Crossouard (2009, p. 77) says of sociocultural learning theories that their proponents 
“see learning as going beyond cognitive restructuring processes, and instead as 
entailing the construction of identities through participation in communities ....”  In 
terms of narrative therapy, the aim of the therapy is to separate the identity of the 
client from the problem so that the individual has her own independent identity, but at 
the same time participates in a community - in the case of my participants it was a 
small therapeutic community. However, if the therapy is successful and the 
participants return to their school and family communities, the understanding I have 
is that their identities can be developed further there once they have taken on a 
position in relation to their problem. 
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2.3. INDIGENOUS PSYCHOLOGY AND ITS IMPORTANCE 
Indigenous psychology has a local origin; its practitioners profess certain sensitivity 
(Danziger, 2006); it is characterized by some form of opposition to, rejection of, or 
simply distancing from a way of doing psychology that is characterized as western or 
American. Allwood and Berry (2006) see indigenous psychology as an attempt to 
produce a local psychology within a specific cultural context. According to Berry 
(1978) and Kim (1990) indigenous psychology has been referred to as that being 
done in a particular culture, different from a Euro-American or western perspective 
(Kim, 2006). For the majority of scholars, indigenous psychology seems to imply 
some kind of reaction against the way in which the ideal of universal psychological 
knowledge is commonly pursued in the major centers (Danziger, 2006). The western 
perspective has dominated the field of psychology over the past century.  Bandawe 
(2005, p.292) says: 
“From a critical psychology perspective, it can be seen that psychology 
effectively maintained and supported the status quo whereby the 
dominant power ideologies of the West continued their hold on African 
psychology".   
 
Some scholars see indigenous psychology as a kind of cultural psychology (Berry et 
al, 2006). Although a few feel that indigenous psychology and cross-cultural 
psychology have an interactive and mutually enriching relationship, others feel that it 
contributes to a more general universal psychology (Berry et al, 2006).  It is not clear 
whether Psychology as a discipline arising in western culture in the late nineteenth 
century should be considered a unique phenomenon (Porter, 2002).  What is clear 
however is that the difficulties accompanying the inclusion of multicultural ideas in 
psychology are not straightforward.  Valsiner (2009, p. 5) explains why this is the 
case: 
"Culture is a traveler, still negotiating its entrance into the walled city of 
psychology. Its arrival at the central marketplace of the core of 
psychological science is inevitable, yet is it not certain where that market 
is located in our rapidly globalizing world.  In some senses—continuing 
the themes from the past ... - the ‘epistemic market’ of cultural psychology 
is ephemeral. The ‘value’ of any of the ‘stock’ on that market—specific 
theories, methods, and various kinds of findings - is created by 
consensual interest in one or another local fashion, rather than by the 
solid and verified productivity of those in practice. And there is the 
question of the beginnings: before a market can create (and lose) value, 
that something that is supposed to gain (and lose) that value has to be 
crafted. The ‘epistemic market’ of cultural psychology can still be 
considered an emerging one, which makes it all the more important to be 
wary of its ‘overheating’ or even ‘bursting.’ Cultural psychology is being 
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sculpted in a variety of versions - all unified by the use of the word culture.  
That may be where its unity ends, giving rise to a varied set of 
perspectives that only partially link with one another." 
 
The significance of insisting that distinctions are made in terms of culture for South 
African educational psychologists is that I am suggesting that an indigenous game 
be introduced as a narrative therapeutic tool to assist children to be set at their ease 
in the therapeutic setting. 
 
Kim, Yang and Hwang (2006) believe that through including indigenous cultural 
perspectives, psychologists are enabled to understand psychological phenomena in 
their cultural contexts.  According to Danziger (2006) indigenous psychology seems 
to involve no more than the introduction of essentially technical modifications that 
serve to enhance the expert value of psychological products imported from the west.  
As such, indigenous psychology generally has been seen as being able to open up, 
interrogate and improve mainstream psychology.  Berry et al (2006, p. 243) point out 
that “the presence of different indigenous psychology within the same country was 
reported, which indicated heterogeneity in the indigenous psychologies”.   
 
Nsamenang (2008, p. 73) has been prominent (since the 1990s) in reminding 
psychologists about the importance of indigenous culture as a major consideration in 
praxis,  
"Differences are obvious in the values and practices that inform and guide 
the nurturing of children into cultural competence throughout the globe.  
Human offspring develop into culturally competent citizens in a huge 
variety of ecological and cultural circumstances ... How this understanding 
translates into theory, research, intervention, and pedagogy of 
international psychology ... has yet to be framed in terms that truly capture 
the wide variety of global developmental trajectories." 
 
Culture is one of the means by which we make sense of our experiences.  Without a 
clear conception of how culture and expectations of cultural competence arise, the 
psychologist in a multicultural context such as South Africa is, has difficulties in 
exercising her skills.  It is Nsamenang (2008, p.73) who articulates the salient points,  
"Social context is, at a variety of levels, intrinsic to the developmental 
process ... .  Culture, as in social heritage and cultural tools, is a 
determinative complement of genotype that shapes human psychosocial 
differentiation in the direction of a given people’s cultural meaning 
systems.  The reciprocal processes by which culture and psyche co-
construct ... , for example, result in divergences in the praxes, 
intelligences, and desirable developmental outcomes and child states that 
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are valued and promoted by different peoples in different times and 
societies. " 
 
In introducing an indigenous game as a narrative therapeutic tool for use in schools, 
the social context of children would be acknowledged. 
 
Wessels (1996) working in Angola with children traumatised by war is explicit about 
the need to make psychological interventions culturally sensitive. The training of 
trainers to do the work includes taking into account cultural practices, spiritual beliefs 
and the success of the project has begun to spread to all provinces of Angola. 
 
Berry et al (2006) say that indigenous psychology provides a new and different 
perspective from which to gain understanding of the human being in their local 
culture as seen in their daily lives such as overcoming life adversity, maintaining 
harmony, transcending trauma, transforming difficult emotions and enhancing life 
satisfaction. Using an indigenous game as a means of observation of children who 
are encountering problems to help them towards healing is part of the exercise of 
indigenous psychology. As Bandawe (2005, p. 290) says of African culture, as it 
differs from western culture: 
"The very fabric of traditional African life centers on community and 
belonging to a network of people. The key phrase of uMunthu is captured 
in the saying: ‘uMunthu ngumuntu ngabantu’ (A person is a person 
through persons).  Human identity lies not in ‘I think, therefore I am’, but in 
‘I am because you are, and because you are, therefore, I am’ ...  The 
communal embeddedness and connectedness of a person to other 
persons is illuminated by this saying.  Thus, the individual is affected by 
what happens to the whole group, as indeed the whole group is affected 
by what happens to an individual.  In African philosophy, the view of man 
oscillates around this pivotal point." 
 
Such a profound difference in outlook has to be accommodated in a psychological 
approach. By using the game of Masekitlane, allowing the children to talk in their 
home language and letting them use an activity which is part and parcel of their own 
culture, there is an approach in the direction of indigenous psychology. 
 
2.3.1 Masekitlane as a form of indigenous game 
Indigenous games are as varied and diverse as cultures. The games played by the 
grade four’s in this study are part of an indigenous knowledge structure which is fast 
disappearing under the press of competitions and modern sports (Burnett & 
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Hollander, 2004). A distinction is made between ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’ games 
(Burnett & Hollander, 2004, p. 12).  As Burnett and Hollander (2004, p. 21) say, 
"   children … play … games … to satisfy a variety of physical, 
psychological, social and cultural needs’, and those games that are 
carriers of cultural knowledge should enable children to absorb 
competencies and knowledge in an informal way."   
 
Schwartzman (1978, 1983) points out that the interpretation of play in children differs 
from culture to culture. Furthermore he explains that play is an expression of a 
particular culture, including the child's own ethnic family culture; play is an important 
context or vehicle for cultural learning and transmission, as well as an indicator of 
child developmental changes and a reflection of their experiences.   
 
As explained in chapter 1 Masekitlane is a traditional South African game which is 
often played by distressed and excited children in townships and rural areas (Figure 
2.1 and figure 3.4). According to Kekae–Moletsane (2008, p.369) "Masekitlane is an 
indigenous game which equips children with life-skills. It serves as a platform from 
which children can vent out or reveal their secrets and express their emotions".  
Modikoe (2010) defines Masekitlane as a game played by some South African 
populations and communities. Not all children in these communities like playing this 
game.  Amongst those who play it some like playing it more than others.  In IsiZulu 
the name for the game is umxoxo (Modikoe, 2010, p.37). Modikoe (2010, p.37) 
states that “researchers believe that Soliloquy may be the appropriate English name 
for this game”. Kekae-Moletsane (2008, p. 368) provides a detailed description of 
Masekitlane as “a monologue play, played by one child at a time alone or while other 
children are listening attentively”. During play, children usually relate stories about 
things that excite or worry them, things that they imagine, their wishes, things they 
detest, things about people they detest and things around them. Furthermore 
Masekitlane does not have specific rules and structures.  It is not a competitive play 
but it accommodates all children including those who are shy and withdrawn.  
Players hit the stone with the other continuously as they tell the story. The pace, 
frequency and the way the stone is hit all differ. When the players relate stories or 
events that interest them they hit softly, at a low pace and frequently speak softly 
with a sweet tone. Their facial expression shows happiness in the form of laughter.  
When the players relate aggressive incidents and sad or depressing stories they hit 
the stone very hard (Kekae-Moletsane, 2008, p. 368).  According to Modikoe (2010) 
emotions such as happiness, excitement, anger; sadness and aggression are 
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expressed easily. Kekae-Moletsane (2008, p. 368) further indicates that “players or 
storytellers tend to speak in the third person when telling their stories. They distance 
themselves from the whole picture”. Masekitlane is therefore a projection and an 
expression medium (Odendaal, 2010). When the story teller stops telling the story, 
comments, suggestions, questions, remarks are highlighted (Kekae-Moletsane, 
2008). Odendaal (2010, p. 30) points out that “listeners give support and act as 
counselors or therapists.” In this way the onlookers become narrative witnesses.  
Vygotsky (1962) was interested in the symbolic and make-believe aspects of play as 
when children substitute a stick for a horse and would ride.  The child in Masekitlane 
playing substitutes stones for characters (Selepe, 2011); small stones often 
represent children and bigger ones represent adults, beautifully rounded ones 
represent beautiful people and rough ones often represent ugly people (as in Figure 
2.1).  
 
Children play out real situations in most instances through Masekitlane, sometimes, 
though, the stories are imaginary. Santrock (2010) emphasizes that for young 
children an imaginary situation is real.  The developmental stage of the children has 
to be borne in mind when they tell the stories. The participants were at the early 
adolescent stage. Playing the game develops children’s communication and coping 
skills and also serves as a therapeutic tool (Odendaal 2010). Modikoe (2010) 
supports what Odendaal and Kekae-Moletsane have observed.  
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Figure 2.1: Resources for playing Masekitlane 
 
2.4 NARRATIVE THERAPY 
 
In the context of this study which is based on constructivist ideas, the way reality is 
perceived and interpreted is important; for that reason narrative therapy is of 
particular interest to me. Narrative therapy, based as it is on Vygotsky’s seminal 
work, has had an impact on therapeutic interventions in psychology. Narrative 
therapy has become, since the 1980s, a tool to be valued in psychotherapy (Daniel, 
2009; Angus & McLeod, 2004; White & Epston 1990). As a therapy it is characterised 
as a respectful and collaborative approach to counseling and community work.  It 
focuses on the stories of people’s lives and is based on the idea that problems are 
manufactured in social, cultural and political contexts (Prochaska & Norcross, 2003).  
 
An essential component of narrative therapy is the narratives people relate.  
Narrative is a fundamental way in which human beings interpret reality, and has 
been richly researched in recent years, even from a neuroscientific viewpoint (Schiff, 
2006; Stafford, 2006).  Schiff (2006, p. 22) provides a useful definition of narrative: 
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"The word narrative has a broad and a narrow sense.  In its narrow rendition, 
narrative means the study of storytelling proper, including the analysis of 
specific stories, the study of plot lines, themes, forms of address, etc.  
Although this narrow definition of narrative is valuable in interpreting lives, it is 
also limiting.  I take narrative in its broad connotation as the act of telling, 
narrating or showing subjective experience. In such a way, narrative becomes 
the act of expression in which persons make known the meaning of 
experiences and the significance of their actions." 
 
Narrative therapy, taking note of the "act of telling, narrating or showing subjective 
experience" says Payne (2006, p. 7), " ... encourages richer, combined narratives to 
emerge from disparate descriptions of experience". The meaning of experiences and 
significance of actions in constructivist terms arises out of a personal epistemology, 
the meaning assigned to the descriptions of experience.   
 
This fact is useful to remember in performing narrative therapy in which the shift from 
one sort of story to another is what is being sought. Maree (2007) points out that 
people script their own life stories but observes that these stories may be inspiring or 
oppressive. The personal narratives of people are also co-authored by significant 
other individuals. There are innumerable other sources. The subplots in our stories 
which are unwanted and personally limiting (Cheon & Murphy, 2007; Drewery & 
Winslade, 1997; Winslade & Monk, 1999) very frequently arise from cultural or 
political stereotypes that “place people in particular positions or relationships with 
others and themselves and prompt them to describe the world from particular 
vantage points” (McKenzie & Monk, 1999, p. 93). Such limiting subplots can exert 
such power that they can dominate persons’ narratives and compel them to view 
their world through that lens. Cheon and Murphy (2007, p.7) say further, “Narrative 
therapists suggest that because we are born into and are affected by dominant 
discourses, they are internalized within us as truths and influence personal 
narratives.” 
 
Wolter, DiLillo and Kenn (2006) have described how narrative therapy has been 
successful in externalizing problems in people’s lives in the counselling and 
therapeutic setting. White and Epston (1990; 1995) suggest that narrative therapy 
may provide a means of retelling stories with hope, rather than from a "problem-
saturated position". Maree (2007) maintains a story emerges as certain events are 
privileged and selected over other events as more important or true. As the story 
takes shape, it invites the narrator to further select only certain information while 
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ignoring other events so that the same story is continually told but with differing 
emphases (Epston & White, 1992). The consequence of retelling stories in a 
therapeutic setting is, according to Prochaska and Norcross (2007, p. 460) that the 
past can be changed by constructing new narratives or stories.  In narrative therapy, 
the focus is not on the “expert” solving problems but on people discovering through 
conversations, the hopeful, preferred and previously unrecognized and hidden 
possibilities contained within themselves and unseen story lines. This is what White 
(2012) would refer to as the “re-authoring” of people's stories and lives.  
 
The brief outline provided in chapter 1 of the particular mechanisms used in the 
therapeutic process are not revisited here, but it is necessary to say something more 
about language in narrative therapy because it plays such a large role. Payne (2006, 
p.15) explains, "Words are not representations of clearly distinguishable realities, but 
generalized symbols inviting the reader to supply meaning and definition from her 
own store of associative linkages. These associations are powerfully imbued with 
assumptions derived from their usage in a social and linguistic community". My 
assumption was that there would be value in sharing the same linguistic heritage as 
my clients. This is more fully discussed in my findings.  
 
2.5 PLAY: DEFINITIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS 
 
There is a great range of definitions of play.  Lindqvist (2001, p. 8) suggests that,  
"Many of the psychological theories of children’s play are based on a 
biological approach, which means that as the child matures, it develops 
according to a set pattern of progression: from playing with objects the 
child moves on to include symbols and roles, and then finally to role-play." 
 
She cites Piaget (1962) the doyen of education theorists and Trageton (1994), the 
Norwegian scholar as supporting this view1. Vygotsky's (1978) seminal work on 
development in children extends this idea.  Looked at from a constructivist viewpoint 
the creativity children use in play is one of the tools for making sense of their realities 
and experiences. The multiplicity of definitions of play, in form and function, in the 
literature on the topic of children’s play has been collected and reviewed by 
Pellegrini (2009). For the purposes of this study “play” is defined after Burghardt 
                                            
1
 Arne Trageton is from Trondheim University, Oslo, and has published extensively on play and 
creativity amongst children. 
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(2005) and Pellegrini (2009). Pellegrini (2009: 132) defines play as having the 
following core criteria:  
"…behaviours must be voluntary, be observed in a ‘‘relaxed field,’’ not be 
functional in the observed context, and have elements that are exaggerated, 
segmented, and nonsequential in relation to the functional behavior. A relaxed 
field is one in which the individual, typically a juvenile, is well provisioned, 
safe, and healthy.  Further, the child should voluntarily choose to engage in 
some social, locomotor, fantasy, or object-directed activity that is not directly 
functional. The nature and sequence of these behaviours should not resemble 
those in a functional context."  
 
Children playing Masekitlane play according to this definition, in circumstances in 
which they are not forced to narrate stories and the locomotor and fantasy or non 
functional aspect is significant as it fits the definition of play very well. Santrock 
(2010) sees play as an enjoyable or pleasurable activity engaged in for its own sake.  
Beck and Wisler (1995) describe play as being in an imaginary situation governed by 
social rules. Gray (2008, n.p.) outlines the main characteristics of play as the 
freedom to stop whenever the child wishes to stop, and he continues by 
summarising what others have said before: 
 Play is self-chosen and self-directed; 
 Play is activity in which means are more valued than ends;  
 Play has structure, or rules, which are not dictated by physical 
necessity but emanate from the minds of the players; 
 Play is imaginative, non-literal, mentally removed in some way from 
'real' or 'serious' life; and  
 Play involves an active, alert, but non-stressed frame of mind it is 
activity engaged in for its own sake 
According to Schriver (2001, p.41) play is, “The way children learn what none can 
teach them”. It is a way they explore and orient themselves to the actual world of 
things, animal structures, and people. According to Berns (2002) various functions of 
play enable therapists and educationist to learn what children feel and understand by 
observing their play activities. 
 
Play can afford the opportunity to explore feelings that would be inappropriate to 
tackle in everyday life. According to Santrock (2010) play permits the child to work 
off excess physical energy and to release pent-up tensions. The truth of this 
statement is borne out in Kekae-Moletsane's (2008) observation of children hitting 
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the stones in their game of Masekitlane harder as they release pent up emotion 
(Smith, 1982). As Landreth and Bratton (1999, n.p.) say, "Play is to the child what 
verbalization is to the adult. It is a medium for expressing feelings, exploring 
relationships, describing experiences, disclosing wishes, and self-fulfillment". 
Santrock (2010) suggests that the interpretation of children’s play and their 
development differs from culture to culture and especially if the comparison is made 
between scientifically-orientated and non scientifically orientated cultures; for 
example, many families with Asian ethnic cultural influences tend to see play and 
academic activity separately. In contrast, from an Italian perspective, as in the 
Reggio Emilia schools in Italy, there is little distinction between play and children's 
other activities, and rather a strong emphasis on social-interaction in the child's play 
(New, 1994).  As far as I could ascertain there were no similar studies relating to the 
situation in South Africa except for Modikoe's which was aimed in a different 
direction. Many United State educators and researchers with Euro-American 
perspectives strongly believe that child-initiated play and other experiences are 
already related to the child's development of later academic experiences. 
According to Berns (2002) developmental changes are observable in children 
through their social play and their social interaction. Odendaal (2010) uses the 
insights of Losardo and Notari-Syverson (2001) to make her commentary on the 
interactions between the child and primary care-giver during play or daily activities 
and routine. She suggests that such observations will provide a more authentic 
account of the child's emotional and social behavior than those in a less intimate 
setting. In Erickson’s (1968) theory of psycho-social development he regards play as 
an expression of a combination of forces, including individual development, family 
dynamics and cultural expectations. Masekitlane is a game which when played 
reveals what the child's family dynamics are how his/her culture impacts on the child 
and depending on the age of the child his/her individual developmental stage will be 
obvious. The kind of games children play will also depend on these factors. 
 
Santrock (2010) suggests that at school age the child learns to master the more 
formal skills of life: (1) relating with peers according to rules (2) progressing from free 
play to play that may be elaborately structured by rules and may demand formal 
teamwork. In the playing of Masekitlane I have observed that younger players do not 
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use the more elaborated and structured style of playing commonly used by early 
adolescents (Modikoe, 2010).   
Nyota and Mapara (2008) cite Berger's (2000) ideas about cognitive development as 
it takes place in a socio-cultural environment through activities such as games, 
riddles and songs.  I observed that the traditional Shona children’s games and play 
songs provide them with an opportunity to explore their social world. Such similar 
play has been found to instil self-confidence, social skills and social understanding.  
Nyota and Mapara (2008) citing Berger (2000), remind their readers that when a 
child’s desire for learning is not aroused by his or her parents, it may be aroused 
powerfully through play. The child will begin to compare his or her skills with those of 
other children of the same age.  
 
Young teenagers’ develop socially and emotionally by interacting with others and 
that development is also influenced by genetic inheritance and disposition, families, 
friends, neighborhoods, values and other forces in society (Child development, n.d.).  
In townships and rural communities most children, including early teenagers engage 
in societal games that help shape their social and emotional skills.  Masekitlane is 
one of the societal games played among all ages in communities in which societal 
values are reflected during play (Modikoe, 2010). 
 
2.5.1 Types of play  
The following play types can be distinguished (Education, n.d.) - solitary play, 
onlooker play, associative play.  Berns (2002) uses the categories of Sutton -Smith 
(1971) to distinguish different types of play by the type of activity involved: 
 Imitative play: Early imitative play consists of the imitation of the important and 
powerful people in children’s lives.  When participants play Masekitlane, some 
of the stories tend to be imitative in nature; children may imitate routine 
activities, such as eating, bathing and going to school. 
 Exploratory play: In this play, there is a manipulation of objects and words, 
pulling and pushing, transfer and sorting.  As the participants play Masekitlane 
these activities do take place; children sort the stones and place them where 
they want them to be.  As they narrate the story the participants pull the stone, 
push it or lift it with the aim of throwing it up. AlI these kinds of behaviors 
indicate that the child is portraying a certain kind of emotion that could be 
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fearfulness and anger or any other emotion - so hitting hard or throwing the 
stone when angry or hitting softly when the mood is happy or moderate. They 
utter words and emphasize them through hitting. 
 Model building play: In this type of play, children begin to put the elements of 
their experiences in a unique way (Berns, 2002, p.324). Most of the time as 
they play Masekitlane they bring out what they or others have experienced in 
a unique way. Furthermore as they play they tend to draw some buildings or 
structures even those that do not exist in their day to day interaction.  
 
Taking up Berns' (2007, p.322-325) distinctions of solitary, onlooker and associative 
play, it is evident that solitary play refers to the child playing alone and 
independently. The child seems to concentrate on the activity rather than on other 
children.  In my observation, most early adolescents play Masekitlane in a delineated 
area and play alone. They sometimes use ballpoints instead of stones. In their social 
interactions and in their play, early adolescents express a compelling need for 
communication, which is reflected in Masekitlane as a way of expressing their 
feelings. Through Masekitlane early adolescents express their wishes, dreams and 
what really affects them in their day to day experiences. Furthermore, play in 
adolescents tends to be the context within which the need for identity can often be 
met. The other type of play, is an onlooker play, the child watches other children 
playing. Conversations with others may be initiated. Though there is no actual 
engagement in the play being observed, the child is involved as a spectator and two 
year olds are more involved.  In social terms, the adolescent needs more than simply 
to belong within the peer group; now there is a need to single out particular 
individuals with whom one can have an intimate relationship (Education, n.d.).  At 
times I have observed children playing Masekitlane alone; at other times the player 
may be watched while playing but without being asked questions (Moletsane, 2008).  
In associative play social interaction and communication are involved but there is 
little or no organization as children engage in play activities which are similar to 
those of other children. However, they appear to be more interested in being 
associated with each other than in the tasks at hand. When participants play 
Masekitlane, they tend to laugh or become sad or angry, and ask questions 
depending on the nature of the story being narrated. This indicates that they are 
listening attentively. 
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2.5.2 The central role of play in children’s communication 
A central distinction needs to be made between adult communication and that of 
children through play. Lindqvist suggests (2001, p. 12) adults’ and children’s 
responses to their play environment arise for different reasons: 
"… adults usually draw parallels between the actions involved in children’s 
play and … visible manipulation of objects and consequently describe 
children’s play in external, tangible terms instead of studying play in a 
social and cultural context."  
 
However, for children she continues (2001: 12)  
"There is no separation of motorics, imagination, body and mind.  Children 
are not aware of what they wish to express.  They do not think first, before 
they play; they think, play and use their imagination all at once." 
The communication of children through play is not premeditated. Children playing 
games of any kind reflect their own experiences and communicate overtly and 
covertly about those experiences and feelings. Talking to themselves assists 
children to adjust socially. Kekae-Moletsane (2008, p. 368) supports this notion, in 
that during Masekitlane, a player can express their feelings and emotions by talking 
to themselves even if they are shy and do not want to be listened to. Orton (1997) 
maintains that through play, children can express their thoughts and feeling, their 
likes and dislikes, hopes and fears. Kekae-Moletsane (2008, p. 368) as mentioned in 
the previous section, maintains that during play, children usually relate stories about 
things that worry them, things they imagine, their wishes, things they detest, things 
about people they detest, and things around them. According to Morton (2000) 
through play, the child learns to move comfortably between the inner life and current 
reality. This is reflected in Masekitlane. For instance participant no 2 was worried 
about the issue of witchcraft. Selepe (2010) supports Morton's observations in saying 
the function of play allows children to think about their actions, to be creative. For 
example, in Masekitlane, early adolescents have the tendency to narrate make 
believe stories, they are creative, they can create a story in such a way that a 
listener might think is real. One will observe the non-verbal cues as the story is 
narrated such as showing emotions related to the story, hitting harder or softer, 
laughing, changing the voice, etc. So they will point at a stone and say, "This is 
mom, dad, sister, granny" etc', depending on the nature of narrative they tell.  
According to Morton (2000, p. 29) "play helps children develop the significant 
capacity for empathy by learning about people around them". Participants playing 
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Masekitlane communicate in an empathetic manner other people’s experiences and 
come to understand other people’s problems and empathise with them. Schriver 
(2001) maintains that through play children learn many things, such as developing 
positive relations with others. They learn to use play materials and equipment, to 
take turns, to verbalize their own needs and wants.  Masekitlane is one of those kind 
of games in which children learn to understand the role played by people living 
around them and it also assists children to solve their own unique problems (these 
ideas are developed further in Chapter 4). Many authors such as Selepe (2010), 
Modikoe (2010), Kekae-Moletsane (2008) regard it as a less expensive game, 
because stones can be picked up anywhere in the child’s environment.  In most 
instances when children play indigenous games, these are based on societal 
experiences. 
 
2. 5.3 Play as a therapeutic technique 
It is useful to briefly look at how play has been used in other therapeutic 
interventions. Traditional play therapy is non-directed.  Landreth (Tsai & Ray, 2011, 
p. 94) proposed that "traditional talk therapies requiring an ability to use language as 
the primary form of expression were inappropriate for young children".  Gathering 
information from their play seemed more appropriate.  Landreth and Bratton (1999, 
n.p.) explain play therapy as follows, 
"Play therapy is not an approach based on guess, trial and error, or whims 
of the play therapist at the moment.  Play therapy is a well-thought out, 
philosophically conceived, developmentally based, and research 
supported approach to helping children cope with and overcome the 
problems they experience in the process of living their lives." 
 
Thomas (2009, p. 108) points out that the early psychoanalytic approaches such as 
those of Anna Freud and Melanie Klein were consistent with this tradition and saw 
play as an information gathering opportunity. Further Tsai and Ray (2011, p. 96) say, 
"As the evidence provided by previous studies has shown, nondirective play therapy 
appears to be an effective intervention and a developmentally appropriate treatment 
for children ... Play has not always been seen as a therapeutic tool".  For instance, in 
the psychoanalytic tradition, only in 1902 did therapists use play to help children 
express themselves more readily (Bratton & Ray, 2000). Play therapists harness 
play to resolve psychosocial difficulties and to make clinical decisions about 
children’s therapeutic needs (Thomas, 2009). According to Howard & Prendiville 
(2008) developmental and therapeutic play specialists use play to enhance children’s 
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holistic development and facilitate play skills to promote children’s well-being and 
resilience.   
 
Narrative therapy is of course not a psychoanalytic approach seeing as it has 
constructivism as its foundation. Narrative therapy rather harnesses a play activity 
like Masekitlane for the purposes of using it as a narrative therapeutic intervention 
tool. Observing children playing Masekitlane is a way of approaching their self 
expression but not intruding on or directing the children because for children, “play is 
children’s symbolic language of self-expression" (Gallerani & Dybicz, 2011, p.166).  
Through Masekitlane the therapist gathers data based on the stories told without 
intruding and directing and because of a constructivist viewpoint she can begin to 
interpret and assign meaning herself with the clients to the narratives.  Abels and 
Abels (2001, p. 58) says of the social worker, but equally it can refer to the therapist 
in narrative therapy: 
"First, the importance of the practitioner's worldview relative to the 
success of the narrative approach, a view that expects the worker to 
recognize the importance of context and the social forces that impinge on 
persons.  Helping is dependent on treating persons with respect and 
dignity, and in fact, caring about the person.  Respect does not mean 
admiration, but rather respect for the person as a human being in and for 
him/herself.  It accepts the important principle that the person's narrative 
is the person's own story". 
 
The next significant attitude which is needed from a therapist is described by Abels 
and Abels (2005, pp.58-59) (apropos the social worker), "The worker disallows 
his/her own learned therapy narrative to impose on the client's story, and works to be 
honest to him/her own self; neither to impose or place a masked narrative on the 
client". The therapist is willing to listen and gain new knowledge, is respectful of the 
client, not all powerful , but enables the client to believe that the therapist wishes to 
help and encourages a shared vision of a hopeful future (Abels & Abels, 2005). 
2.6 CONCLUSION 
In choosing to use Social Constructivism as the theoretical basis for the empirical 
research I made the assumption that everyone's reality and the meaning they assign 
to it is different, but the meaning is a social construct. This concept fits very well into 
the ideas of indigenous psychology because the culture and social environment of 
any person shapes their reality in a deep way. Indigenous knowledge systems can in 
this way be called upon in the discussion of the child's therapy. By using the game of 
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Masekitlane, an indigenous stone game, I can tap into that knowledge system. The 
narrative of the game is spoken out in the child's home language which is another 
valuable cultural factor to take into account. The value of narrative therapy is that it is 
not a structure or format imposed on the child but uses the natural activities he/she 
already uses. That the narratives are partially formalised or embellished with tools, 
the stones, pens, etc., does not interfere with the sense of the narratives.  
Researchers and practitioners have shown that the past can be retold from a 
position of hope and stories can be transformed.   
 
In chapter 3 the research design and methodology as well as a discussion on the 
ethical issues relating to case studies are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In chapter 2, I reviewed the literature that informed my empirical research 
undertaken to answer the question, “How can Masekitlane be used as a narrative 
therapeutic intervention tool with children in grade four”?  Reviewing the literature on 
play, indigenous games and the role of indigenous psychology in relation to narrative 
therapy helped me to align my methodology to address my research question 
organise my research design, choose a methodology and reflect on the value and 
credibility of the research. 
 
This chapter focuses on the research design and methods used in this study. The 
purpose is to clarify the design and methodology and to motivate the choices I made 
for this study, given the research problem. The choice between qualitative and 
quantitative research is discussed as is the choice of a case study approach. The 
criteria according to which participants were selected are explained.  Matters relating 
to trustworthiness, ethics, informed consent, privacy, confidentiality, protection from 
harm and permission to do video recordings are covered. 
 
3.2 QUALITATIVE RESEARCH PARADIGM AND APPROACH 
For this study, which was focussed on exploring Masekitlane as a narrative 
therapeutic intervention tool for grade four children during narrative therapy, I as the 
researcher make knowledge claims based primarily on constructivist paradigm 
(Creswell, 2003) and approached the study from a qualitative point of view, not a 
quantitative one.   
 
3.2.1 Research paradigm 
At the start of the study I had to choose a paradigm, understood in the sense 
Ponterotto (2005, p.128) uses it, as "a 'set of interrelated assumptions about the 
social world which provides a philosophical and conceptual framework for the 
organized study of that world”. In doing so I understood that it would act as a guide in 
making choices about the research undertaken. Ponterotto (2005, p. 128) 
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distinguishes among research paradigms available for social researchers and 
scientists (who do not always and only use quantitative paradigms).  
"There are numerous paradigms used to guide research, and authors 
incorporate different paradigmatic schemas to conceptualize and classify 
their research ...  .The paradigms... are positivism, postpositivism, 
constructivism-interpretivism, and critical theory (with related ideological 
positions), which I label critical-ideological". 
Further he says, (Ponterotto, 2005, p. 129) 
"The constructivist (or interpretivist) paradigm can be perceived as an 
alternative to the “received view” or positivist paradigm.  In marked 
contrast to positivism’s naïve realism (a single objective external reality), 
constructivism adheres to a relativist position that assumes multiple, 
apprehendable, and equally valid realities". 
 
3.2.2 Research approach 
Henning (2004) explains that the research approach develops from differing 
philosophies; for example, ‘a positivist/post positivist framework will most likely 
assume a quantitative methodological approach, while an interpretivist/constructivist 
framework will presuppose a discursive qualitative approach’.  In qualitative research 
the research question almost always deals with real people and their 'lived 
circumstances’ (Denzin, 2003, p. 210).  In the case of my research I was doing an 
exploratory study. If the study is exploratory, the researcher investigates a 
phenomenon so that she can understand it, its important themes, patterns, and 
categories which have become plain from the participants’ contributions. Weber 
(2004, p. 10) reminds us that there are profound similarities among all research 
traditions, reality has both subjective and objective characteristics, but for this study 
the most significant differences between quantitative and qualitative research 
designs are illustrated in Table 3.1. Only the qualitative research aspects of this table 
are discussed further as motivation for the design I chose. 
 
Table 3.1: The difference in qualitative and quantitative research (based on De 
Montfort University, n.d.)  
Quantitative Research  Qualitative Research  
'Simple' numeric data 'Complex' rich data 
Measurement Meaning 
Explanation Understanding 
Prediction Interpretation 
Generalisable account Contextual account 
Representative population  
sample 
Purposive/representative perspective sample 
Hypothesis-testing Exploratory 
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Claims objectivity Accepts subjectivity 
Closed system 
(experimental control) 
Open system 
(ecological validity) 
 
Qualitative research has six salient characteristics and in terms of my research I tried 
to gather, "complex rich data" by the several means I used - interviews, observation, 
field notes, development of artifacts, specifically drawings (Moussouri, 2004), audio-
videotaping. I also relied on verbal and non-verbal data (most often collected through 
in-depth interviews, also known as qualitative interviews) (Marshall & Rossman, 
1989, p. 107). Visiting the school eight times and collecting the data gave me a rich 
sample.   
 
In assigning meaning I consulted my data extensively. The data obtained in 
qualitative research are obtained in natural settings - where the phenomenon is 
experienced (Creswell, 2007, p. 37). In qualitative research data collection the 
researcher keeps her focus on ‘learning the meaning that the participants hold about 
the problem or issue, not the meaning the researcher brings to the research or 
writers from the literature’ (Creswell, 2007, p. 39). In deriving meaning, the 
researcher will, when analysing the data to ascertain meaning develop a list of 
important statements (Creswell, 2007, p. 159) and from these the meaning that the 
phenomenon has in the lives of the participants can be understood.  A combination 
of the raw data demonstrated in the Appendices and the analysis of the data in this 
chapter show how I assigned meaning according to what the participants said, did 
and I observed them doing. 
 
From this arose my understanding or interpretation and contextual account. 
(Creswell (2007, p. 36).  There was an attempt to understand the phenomenon being 
studied, not an attempt to explain it. This is also called ‘interpretive inquiry’ and 
Creswell (2007, p. 39) explains it as understanding at three levels.  In the first place, 
the researcher interprets what she sees, hears and understands. Then she interprets 
it from the understanding of her own unique background, history and prior 
understanding. Finally, the readers and the participants have an understanding of 
the phenomenon.  Understanding also comes from writing what Creswell (2007, p. 
159) calls "textural" and "structural" descriptions, referring to the ‘what’ of the 
experience and the ‘how’ of the experience. 
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Accepting one’s own limitations and prejudices as a researcher and trying to stand in 
the participants' place is a characteristic of qualitative research. In order to 
understand my own prejudices and assumptions I tried to make no judgements, but 
asked clarifying questions which did not lead the participant’s to fixed answers. My 
assumptions were that the participants who were referred and selected as research 
participants had "problem-saturated" stories to tell; that they would use Masekitlane 
to tell those stories; that narrative therapeutic techniques could assist them to 
another version of those stories. Bearing these assumptions in mind I tried to 
approach the questions I asked in as objective a way as possible (Hipsky, 2006).  
Creswell (2007, p. 40) comments that "qualitative research keeps good company 
with the most rigorous quantitative research and it should not be viewed as an easy 
substitute for a statistical or quantitative study". Qualitative research does not have 
"firm guidelines or specific procedures and is evolving and constantly changing" 
(Creswell 2007, p. 41); it is this fact that makes it a very difficult method of research.  
My assumptions were, among those I can bring to mind, that cultural, social and 
political issues will be meshed and often blamed for the problem the participants 
would be experiencing; that Masekitlane is a species of free play and can yield 
insights into the children's world; that a therapeutic, narrative intervention could 
benefit the participants in the study.  
 
According to Hesser-Biber (2006), when we use qualitative research as a means to 
understand some event or peoples’ lives, we are trying to create a vivid picture in 
others’ minds that reflects that which we are studying.   
3.3 RESEARCH DESIGN 
A case study as a qualitative design was appropriate in this research, in that people 
give different meanings to the content of Masekitlane as an indigenous game and 
these are based on social and historical experiences (Creswell, 2003).  Scholars 
(Bloor & Wood, 2006; Walshe, Caress, Chew-Graham & Todd 2004; Yin, 1994) 
define a case study as a strategy of research which aims to understand social 
phenomena in a small number of naturally occurring settings, focussing on a 
particular case and exploring complex phenomena within the context of the case at 
numerous levels of analysis. Case studies may be used to supplement other 
research methods, including quantitative techniques (Stake, 2000). Furthermore, the 
size of a case can vary from a single individual to a group of people, organizations 
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and whole cultures. The selection of cases is crucial to the purpose of research 
(Stake, 2000). 
 
Distinctive features of case studies are that they are often described as exploration 
of a “bounded system"; the object of a case study could be any of many things, for 
example, community, an institution, an activity or an event (Stake, 2000). In this 
study, Masekitlane as a narrative therapeutic tool with grade four children was 
explored as a case study.   
3.4 RESEARCH METHODS 
Matching the appropriate method to the research question is important in qualitative 
research (Alasuutari, Bickman & Brannen, 2008). However, the key issues are: 
selection of participants for the case study, recording the sessions, interviews, 
observations, reflective journal and data analysis. 
3.4.1 Selection of participants 
‘Purposeful sampling’ is regularly used in qualitative research: participants are 
purposively chosen, because they can provide an understanding of the phenomenon 
being studied (Palys, n.d.).  Ideally (Creswell, 2007) the researcher uses a strategy 
of maximum variation at the beginning of the selection of participants - this approach 
of maximizing the differences in the beginning of the study has the possible result 
that the study will reflect dissimilarities and different perspectives, which is an ideal 
of qualitative research. The selection of research participants may range in sample 
size, but is usually smaller than in quantitative or mixed- method research designs 
(Creswell, 2007). 
 
Cases may be selected purposefully on the basis of theoretical sampling, perhaps 
for the insight they generate (Bloor et al, 2006, p. 26).  For the purpose of my study, 
purposeful sampling was used. As Merriam (2001) says of purposeful selection, the 
persons were selected because they exhibited characteristics of interest to the 
researcher, they played an indigenous game, Masekitlane, and they exhibited signs 
of emotional problems which could be easily communicated through Masekitlane 
during narrative therapy sessions. Further they were accessible to me. The school 
chosen falls within district Tshwane West, and it is in reach. The school refers a 
number of distinctive cases to this district. Although Cresswell (1998) warns that it is 
not in the researcher’s best interest to study sites in which the researcher is already 
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an active participant, as it can result in raised expectations from subjects (Stake, 
2000), I felt it was worth the risk. This case study presented in the dissertation is not 
unique in every aspect but it is the first time it has been done at the particular school 
and from the narrative therapy point of view. 
 
The selection of the participants depended upon what I wanted to learn and the 
significance that knowledge might have for extending theory or improving practice 
(Merriam, 2008).  I was guided by the research question, "How can Masekitlane be 
used as a therapeutic intervention tool during narrative therapy with children in grade 
four”? Two grade four children who are in different classes but at the same school 
were referred for psychological intervention. They were both selected for the 
research study. One child is a nine year old boy and the other child is an eleven year 
old girl. They both speak Sesotho sa Lebowa/sepedi and come from the same 
township.  Both these children were capable of playing Masekitlane.  The purpose of 
my study was to gain a deeper understanding about the use of Masekitlane as a 
therapeutic intervention tool. The School Based Support Team Coordinator (SBST) 
who is one of the participant’s class teachers assisted me in identifying the 
participants. The particulars of the children are presented in Table 3.2. 
 
Table 3.2 Particulars of the participants in this research 
Participant Age Race Language Gender Grade Date of birth 
Participant 1 9 yrs Black  Sesotho sa Lebowa Male  4 2000.12.15 
Participant 2 11yrs Black  Sesotho sa Lebowa  Female 4 1998.03.15 
 
3.4.2 The developmental stages of the participants  in terms of cognitive, 
emotional and motor development  
According to Morra, Gobba, Marini and Sheese (2009, p.275) speaking about 
developmental stages in children, "Each developmental stage has different 'rules' or 
sets of schemes to make sense of situations, including those that are appraised in 
relation to emotion". The two participants fall within the early adolescent stage 
(Steinberg, 2001). In terms of participant 1's emotional state he seemed to be 
unhappy especially on being questioned about his mother when I asked clarifying 
questions about the story in the game of Masekitlane.  I read also from non-verbal 
cues that he was miserable. The emotional behaviour of participant 2 seemed to 
suggest she was using defense mechanisms (Strickland, 2001, p.10).  Her bullying 
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of other children was a sign of her attributing "a negative emotion to another person 
rather than to oneself" (Morra et al., 2009, p. 271). The cognitive development of 
both participants seemed to be slower than that of their peers (as I saw on 
examining their schoolwork). The motor development of participant 1 was 
characterised by his teacher as not optimal for his age (clumsy and tired). 
 
3.4.2.1 The background of participants 
The background of the participants is discussed under several headings, birth and 
development, family relations and living conditions, economic status and 
employment, parents' level of education (interviews with parents or guardians and 
teachers).2  A genogram illustrating each participant’s family is provided. 
PARTICIPANT 1 
Birth and development 
Participant 1 was born on the 15 December 2000 and according to the mother, he 
was unplanned and was born out of wedlock.  He is the third child born to his mother 
and has a sister and a half brother. The boy was born at a nearby hospital and 
according to the mother the birth was normal and the developmental milestones 
were within the normal range. The mother confirmed that during pregnancy she 
consumed alcohol and was smoking as well. The genogram of this participant with 
pseudonyms is illustrated in the Figure 3. 1.  
 
 
                                            
2
 I tried to check if it was in order to interview the granny if the mother did not make herself available, but 
nothing was indicated in HPCSA document in terms of ethics. 
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Figure 3.1: Genogram of Participant 1 
 
Family relations and living conditions 
The participant’s parents were never married but were cohabitating. They were 
staying in a two-roomed brick house in the back yard of the maternal grandmother.  
The mother was often drunk (according to the grandmother) and did not honour 
appointments. The participant’s grandmother was interviewed in the absence of the 
mother. She indicated that the mother was a heavy drinker and worked as a staff 
nurse at a nearby hospital. Before the participant's father died, his parents and the 
company of their friends kept drinking throughout his illness.  When the parents were 
drunk, they would fight in front of the children using abusive language.  According to 
the participant's grandmother this affected the children, including the participant 
himself. The children were also sent to buy liquor at nearby taverns late in the 
evening. Furthermore the participant’s grandmother indicated that there were 
complaints from school that the children were absenting themselves from school and 
did not do their school work fully and given homework. The grandmother indicated 
that the participant’s mother became worse when the participant’s father died of 
HIV/Aids in 2007. The grandmother complained that her daughter, the participant's 
mother, did not pay attention to her, the grandmother's, statements about the 
situation of the children.  I acknowledged that this was the grandmother's version. 
 
Economic status and employment 
According to the grandmother the participant’s mother was no longer working at the 
hospital since she has lost her job because of too much absenteeism at work and 
because of being an alcoholic. The mother received a pension fund salary and also 
received a grant from the boyfriend’s pension (participant’s father).  According to the 
grandmother, the mother is a regular gambler; she spends most of the time at a 
nearby casino. The family members were thin and pale i.e. for the first time when I 
met the mother she was thin and pale. I as well saw the brother who came to fetch 
the child/participant after school as it was raining heavily. The participant also shows 
signs of undernourishment. The father’s employment details were not indicated as 
known. 
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Parents' level of education  
The participant’s mother went up to grade 11 and left school because she was 
pregnant. The father’s education level is not known although the maternal 
grandmother indicated that she only knew that the two met at Secondary School and 
she was not sure whether he had completed grade 12 or not. 
 
PARTICIPANT 2 
Birth and development 
Participant 2 was born on 15 March 1998.  She is the third child of four children. The 
mother reported that the child was unplanned but nevertheless the pregnancy was 
enjoyable. She indicated that the participant was big and overweight at birth. The 
pregnancy was full term and the birth was normal. The participant reached the 
developmental milestones within normal range. The mother described the participant 
as an energetic, inquisitive, talkative and generally a happy child. The genogram in 
Figure 3.2 illustrates participant 2's family relationships, with pseudonyms. 
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Figure 3.2 Genogram of Participant 2 
 
Family relationships and living conditions 
The participant’s parents lived together for some time. They got married after the 
birth of the participant. They lived in a communal, three-roomed shack, in an informal 
settlement, although some of their neighbours had built brick houses. There were 
other shacks built around their shacks where other relatives were staying. They had 
running water and electricity. Rubbish was collected on a weekly basis. The 
infrastructure was better than that of other informal settlements although the roads 
are not tarred.  
 
Economic status and employment 
Both parents are working. The father works at a funeral parlor as a driver. The 
mother works at a dry cleaning outlet in town.  It appeared as if the parents tried their 
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best to provide for their family. The mother is however concerned, because the 
father fights with her when he has consumed alcohol. 
 
Parents' level of education 
The mother has completed grade 12. The father went up to grade 10.  According to 
the mother, both could not continue with their studies because of a lack of money. 
 
3.4.3 Reasons for referral 
Participants were referred because they were experiencing barriers to learning at 
school. They were not the only children referred to the district; children from different 
schools with the same barriers were also referred.  I chose these participants from 
the referrals as I wanted participants in grade four because they would still play 
Masekitlane and speak in their mother tongue.  
 
I visited the school and discussed with the School Based Support Coordinator 
(SBST) and the principal my intention of doing research through using children who 
were experiencing barriers to learning. Their class educators were invited as I 
needed more information over and above what they gave as the reason for referral.  
They indicated that out of all the children referred these were the two who were 
struggling most and that they showed symptoms that suggested serious emotional 
problems. As I was listening my research topic came into my mind and this was 
shared with the principal and SBST Coordinator. They were both impressed that a 
hopeful intervention would be of assistance to the children because it would be a 
narrative therapeutic intervention using a tool that was a common game in the 
school.  A date was set and learners' parents were invited. During the initial meeting, 
ethical concerns were discussed with the parents such as informed consent, assent, 
the right to withdraw from the study anytime they deemed it necessary, 
confidentiality and its limits. Furthermore permission to do audio-video recordings 
was discussed with the parents and they granted permission with regard to that.  
Again it was further highlighted that anonymity would prevail - no use of real names 
(pseudonyms) would be made. 
 
3.4.4 Data Collection 
In this case study I used multiple methods of data collection such as video-recording, 
interviews, observations, and a reflective journal (Stake, 2000). The data collection 
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continued over a prolonged period of several sessions (Stake, 2000) conducted 
separately with the various parties. I had 8 visits all in all at school, seeing the 
teacher, principal, parents and participants individually. Furthermore the participants 
had four sessions for playing Masekitlane. The first session of Masekitlane playing 
was when I was establishing rapport with the participants, to check if they know and 
understand how the game is played. This session was not video-recorded, but the 
second, third and fourth sessions of Masekitlane playing. (See Appendix C attached) 
 
Table 3.3 outlines the eight sessions and gives an indication of which data I collected 
and where it was collected. 
 
Table 3.3 Data collection 
Session Activity/ Goal Data collected 
1 Screening through referral 
forms, interviewing 
participant’s class teachers, 
purposeful sampling. 
Identifying information, background 
information of the participants. 
2 Introduced to the participants’ 
and their parents and 
explaining to them why their 
children were chosen for the 
study. Asking permission to do 
research, discussing ethical 
issues with them.  
Assent, informed consent, explaining the 
process of research. ( See attached 
Appendix A)  
Initial interview with the parents. 
Explanation on how participants were 
chosen was ( they were referred by the 
school as learners experiencing barriers 
to learning and my interaction with their 
educators, made me to chose them for 
the research study. 
The other parent indicated that if at times 
she is needed and can’t avail herself, the 
granny who is her mom will take over.  
 
3 Seeing the participant 
separately and establishing 
rapport with them and having 
an intake interview or initial 
Establishing whether they know the 
game Masekitlane and can play it. Do 
they know and understand how it is 
played. 
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interview.  Getting to know them better. 
4 Seeing them separately while 
playing Masekitlane. 
Listening to the stories told, plot, onset of 
the problem etc. 
5 Continuing to play Masekitlane 
with each participant 
separately.  
Externalising the problem, naming it,  
6 Interview the participant’s 
parents. 
Seeking further clarity on some of the 
issues raised by participants while they 
were playing Masekitlane. 
7 Playing Masekitlane 
individually and ending. 
Observations - body language, gestures, 
facial expression. 
8 Follow up session with 
parents, participants and 
teachers. 
Observations, field notes. 
 
3.4.4.1 Interviews  
Cresswell (2007, p.133) says of interviews that "The questions are a narrowing of the 
central question and subquestions of the research study".  What I also bore in mind 
when interacting with all interviewees was what Grbich (2004, p. 81) remind 
researchers to note: 
It has been suggested ... that there are four major framing approaches 
which researchers need to address. The first is extra textual – the 
imposition of our accumulated knowledge bases about the world, gained 
through education and the media. Intra textual refers to the internal 
framing devices such as variables of age, sex, ethnicity, which impact on 
our view of the world at a particular point in time. Inter textual is our 
preferred theoretical and ideological frames (developed from life 
experience or education into particular disciplines), which we use to 
interpret situations. Finally, circum textual is our interpretation of contexts 
in terms of time, space and location.  This process of frame identification 
enables the researcher to decentre the self more effectively and also to 
use this awareness of framing arenas to clarify the influences affecting 
meanings volunteered by participants. When researcher and researched 
meet, portions of their layered frames overlap and where this overlap 
occurs, data is created. From this it becomes evident that the frames of 
both the researcher and the researched need to be exposed 
 
In my situation the questions asked during the different interviews were detailed 
clarifying questions relating to the narrative therapy technique with the participants.  
The interviews were unstructured.  With the educators the interviews were structured 
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and with the parents they were semi-structured. Video recordings of the therapeutic 
sessions were made for the purposes of checking on my own observations and 
developing "thick descriptions" (Cresswell, 2007, p.194).The second and third 
sessions for each participant were recorded. Permission was granted by participant’s 
parents and the participants agreed to be video-recorded (because they were made 
aware that permission was granted by their parents. 
Unstructured interviews with participants 
Transcripts of the sessions were made and they resemble unstructured interviews 
(the full transcript can be found in Appendix C).  Each child engaged in this form of 
play during the different therapeutic intervention sessions. An example of the 
transcript is3:  
T: Who are they? 
C: The three witches I told you about. I told the teacher that there is 
something funny I see on the chalk board. When they come into the 
classroom I close my eyes hoping when I open them they will be gone 
and I find they are still there when I open them. They threaten me with 
snakes and tell me that there are snakes at school. If I continue with 
school they will fix me up. They follow me all over the school premises. I 
told the teacher that there is something I see. She asked me where, I 
told her to lookup and she saw nothing. [Feelings of fear and threat] 
T: Why are you hitting so hard? 
C: So that I can show how the game is played. 
T: I thought these people were fighting 
C: No they were not. Then my cousins were arguing about sharing 
chores. My brother came out of his bedroom and intervened. Then I and 
my younger brother arrived from school. My brother asked if we were 
hungry and we said yes. He then made us two minutes noodles. 
 
    and from the second session with Participant 2: 
T: What are we going to talk about? 
C: We are going to talk about my family, everybody. [Family] 
T: Your family? Who are you referring to? 
C: I mean everyone. Including my dad, sister, mom, uncle, aunt, 
[extended family system] 
T: Ok! Do you live with them? 
C: No. They usually visit and sleepover. This is my mom, this is my dad, 
sisters, brothers, aunt, uncle, myself and my younger brother. Then 
these are the three witches. Those witches… 
T: What are witches?  
C: These witches live in the bush. They are people who are using muti, 
as when you are asleep and they come to you apply their muti on you 
and bewitch your feet. This is Mamogolo (aunt), BoMma (mom) and 
Mmahlobile. [Extended family] 
                                            
3 T stands for Therapist and C for Client. 
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T: Where do these witches live? 
C: They live in the bush 
T: This Mmahlobile is it her name? 
C: Yes it’s her name [naming] 
T: This Mamogolo, is she your aunt? 
C: No, She is not my aunt, that’s how she is called. [Naming] 
T: Oh! Is that how she is called? 
C: And BoMma too that’s how she is called. [Naming] So they live in the 
bush. They came on alternate days. They would deceive you. You can 
only feel your hair rise and you know they are around 
T: Do they still come? 
C: No they don’t come anymore but they used to come. [Visit] 
T: How many times would they come? 
C: About three times in a week time factor] 
T: what time do they come? 
C: Around midnight [time factor] 
T: How do they enter the house? 
C: They come in spirit 
T: What do they come for? 
C: To come and apply their muti. 
T: Did you tell your parents about that? 
C: Yes I did 
C: Now my parents are in their bedroom, my brother and I in the second 
bedroom, my two sisters in the third, my uncle and his wife then my 
elder brother in his bedroom. 
T: How many children are you? 
C: We are four. My dad woke up in the morning and headed for the toilet 
and he started shouting for my mother to wakeup. My mother woke up 
and told my dad that they are not taking the same bus. 
T: Why they do not have to go on the same bus? 
C:  Because my dad works for local business and my mom works in the 
city. Then my dad took a taxi and my mom got onto the bus. Then it was 
my turn and my brother’s turn to wakeup. I then started shouting for him 
to wakeup. 
T: Were you getting late? 
C: Yes and the crèche fine you for late coming. 
T: Do you also become late for school? 
C: No. I was in fact late for school only once. So I got ready for school. 
Then the lessons started. While the teacher was busy the witches came 
to the chalk board. 
 [Family roles] 
T: So is there any fighting at home 
C: No they just shout at each other but they never fight physically. 
T: who fights? 
C: My uncle and his wife. 
T: Is there anything in particular which bothers you? 
C: My biggest bother used to be the three witches because they are 
dangerous, they can kill you. So we went to my granny. She said we 
should be careful and not to allow strangers in the house. 
L: And then? 
C: That is how the story goes. 
T: Thank you. Please feel free to come to me if you get a problem. 
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 Structured interviews with educators 
Interviews were conducted with educators which were largely structured by the 
questionnaires to obtain background information on the participants within the school 
setting. However, some elements of the discussion were unstructured. (See attached 
Appendix D) for a full transcript of an interview with an educator.  Interview questions 
to educators related to school, emotional behaviour and physical appearance. The 
relevance of the questions to the educators was to do with the social, emotional, 
cognitive and motor development of the participants. I had to bear their 
developmental stages in mind as I asked the research question about the potential of 
Masekitlane being used as a narrative therapeutic intervention. This provided me 
with a basis for my interpretation of the stories told while playing Masekitlane and 
deepened my understanding of the children. There was a limited amount of time for 
the interventions and so I had to use this method of collecting data. 
 
 School 
The eleven structured questions about school were as follows: 
 What is the child's strength? 
 In what situation does he/she display this strength 
 How can these strengths be used? 
 How much contact did you have with the child's family? 
 What impression do you have about the family? 
 From the look of things does the child get enough support from home? 
 How is the child's relationship with the teachers? 
 How is the child's relationship with peers? 
 What is his/her overall attitude to his/her school work? 
 What is his/her passion in terms of school attendance? 
 Is he/she truant? 
 
 Emotional behaviour (Yes/no) 
 
The following five questions provided me with the educators' views on the 
participants' emotional behaviour: 
 Does he/she enjoy being with others at school? 
 Does he/she appear to be happy or sad? 
 Is he/she jealous of others? 
 Does he/she easily get angry? 
 Is he/she withdrawn or shy? 
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 Physical appearance 
There were five questions for the educators about the child's physical appearance: 
 Does he/she appear healthy? 
 Is he/she clumsy? 
 Is he/she cared for? 
 Is he/she wearing school uniform daily? 
 Neatly dressed? 
 
 
Participant 1  
 
Participant 1 was characterised from the answers to the interview questions in the 
following way which served as a basis for my understanding of the participant:  
 School 
1. He can write and behave well. 
2. At school he writes although when given tasks he is slow, gets tired 
easily and this makes him not to complete given tasks. 
3. As he behaves well, other learners at school may be encouraged to 
behave like him. 
4. five times. 
5. The granny seems to be supportive as compared to the mother. 
According to my observation the mother lives a care free life. She 
prepare the participant not to say anything about the family but to 
portray to me that they live a healthy happy life.  
6. According to my observation he does get support but not enough. 
7. Good, he relates well with educators. 
8. Good, he relates well with them, although he prefers to play alone 
during breaks. 
9. He has a positive attitude towards school, even though he is 
struggling with school work. He is forgetful, has poor concentration span, 
cannot read, can transcribe neatly from the board and seems to be 
having hearing problem. 
10. He attends school well, he absent himself seldom such as according 
to him when the uniform did not dry up, when instructed by mom not to 
attend school or when sick. 
11. No, he is not truant. 
 
 Emotional Behaviour 
1. Yes, he does enjoy being with others at school. 
2. He appears to be a happy child although his face shows a lot of 
sadness. 
3. No, he is not jealous of others. 
4. No, he doesn’t get angry easily. 
5. He is withdrawn and lacks self confidence. 
   
 Physical Appearance 
1. He is very thin and appears unhealthy. 
2. He is very clumsy, when seated he can’t sit straight, he bends on sides. 
3. Yes, he is been cared for but not enough. 
4. Yes, he wears school uniform daily. 
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Further the educator reported:  
"A sweet little boy who needs a lot of support in his school-work.  He 
likes school but the problem is he cannot cope.  He is withdrawn and too 
lonely.  There seems to be a lot going on at home.  At times the mother 
visits the school drunk and she has the tendency to shout the educators. 
The physical appearance tells a lot about the child. 
 
"He is very forgetful, he has poor concentration span and gets tired 
easily.  He confuses things, and needs guidance with regard to school 
work. He lacks confidence, has difficulty in making friendship but 
associate well with other learners. He seems to be having a hearing 
problem and eye-sight problem.’’  
 
Participant 2 
Participant 2 was characterised from the answers to the interview questions in the 
following way: 
 School 
1. [It was difficult for the teacher to identify the child's strength, but she 
indicated that she is very much talkative.] 
2. Almost in every situation at school, i.e. in class, during play and even at 
home as it was indicated by the mother. 
3. It can be used during teaching and learning or during therapy. 
4. More often, if I was uncertain with other activities I would make an 
appointment to see the parent. 
5. The mother is very much supportive, according to her, the family would 
like to see change of behaviour in the child because she indicated that 
she is trying hard to talk to the child but she does not listen. 
6. Yes, according to the mother she is trying hard to assist her although 
there is no improvement, she doesn’t grasp easily. She does not give 
herself enough time to do her school work. 
7. According to the teacher, she relates well with other educators, although 
she is being scolded more often. 
8. At times well, at times not but most of the time she bully other learners. 
9. She has a negative attitude towards her school work. 
10. She does not absent herself from, she rather roam around during 
teaching and learning. 
11. Yes, she is very much truant, she likes telling lies and you may believe 
her. 
 
 Emotional Behaviour 
1. Yes, she does enjoy because she enjoy playing rather than doing school 
work. 
2. She appears to be a happy child. 
3. Yes according to the teacher, when she analises the cause of fights with 
other learners as they report cases is due to jealousy. 
4. At times depending on the situation. 
5. No, not shy or withdrawn. 
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 Physical Appearance 
1. She is healthy not sick but very careless. 
2. She is not clumsy. 
3. Yes she is being cared for although she is untidy. 
4. Yes she is wearing school uniform daily 
5. No most of the time. 
 
The educator described Participant 2 as follows: 
"A naughty little girl who needs support in her school work.  She seems 
not to take school very serious since she has the tendency of bunking 
classes.  Furthermore she is very much truant.  She is very much 
talkative, free to talk whatever and express her feelings.  
 
"She behaves strangely; she is very much talkative and bullies other 
learners at school. Her care-free behaviour makes one to think deep.  
She tends to play with smaller learners than her age group. 
 
“... she doesn’t listen to any one even when scolded."    
 
The educator indicated that she and other educators at school suspect that maybe 
the child was exposed to abuse at an earlier age. According to the educator, on 
many occasions the mother indicated that she had heard enough, the girl did not 
listen to her at all.  
 
In terms of a narrative therapy point of view the descriptions by the educators of the 
participants were valuable. For instance, in terms of a social constructivist 
conception of identity, the participant's lying and freely expressing her feelings was 
important. 
3.4.4.2 Observations  
The interaction during therapy, whilst the participants played Masekitlane provided 
the data necessary for this study. I observed how the participants presented their 
stories through the game of Masekitlane.  The playing of Masekitlane allowed me to 
observe all mundane issues that were presented during play. Figure 3.3 shows some 
of my handwritten observations. 
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Figure 3.3 Hand written observations 
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Figure 3.4. A Picture of a child observed playing Masekitlane in the township street 
 
Observational research is a naturalistic research and takes place in situations that 
occur naturally in the real world.  When observations are combined with interviews a 
holistic interpretation is achieved (Merriam, 1998).  Observations must be guided by 
specific purposes and procedures to be followed must be planned. Three factors 
must be borne in mind when undertaking observations, namely selective attention, 
bias and the researcher’s intentions (du Plooy, 2000).  (Appendix E contains more of 
my observations.)  My focus was thus mainly on how Masekitlane can provide the 
clients with an opportunity to narrate their stories and their behaviours during play.  
Probing and clarity seeking questions helped in achieving my aim. 
 
I worked hard at developing rapport and gaining the trust of the participants. The 
observation included commenting on the setting, language, behaviour (stuttering, 
silences and slips of the tongue) and kinesics (body language, gestures and facial 
expression) of those being observed (du Plooy, 2000). The tools used to improve the 
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accuracy of the observations of this research included a video camera, notebook and 
a pencil. See Appendix E 
Observation Notes for Participant 2 
The first time when I visited the school, I was surprised by high level of 
noise from the classrooms during contact time. I introduced myself to the 
principal and indicated my intention to do research at his school. The 
second time I visited the school participant 2 behaved strangely. She 
was jumpy and the SBST coordinator who is also her class educator 
introduced her to me. Most of the time when I visited the school I would 
see her roaming around the school yard. If it happens that she saw me 
she would quickly come to me and ask if I am coming to see her. ‘Are 
we going to play Masekitlane together? I know what story to tell you 
today’ [These are some of the questions she would ask and some of the 
responses she would give] 
   
Participant 2 get used to people quickly, during our 1st session when I 
was establishing rapport with her, she was very much talkative. Her 
behaviour is somehow an eye opener to the person she is working with. 
She seems to be a care free child. Most of the time after interacting with 
the participants, tea or some snacks would be provided. When realising 
that I am still alone she would come and ask for the remaining food. This 
went on like that even after the session we had together. She is totally 
not shy. 
 
During the 2nd session she talked about her family and the three witches. 
She went as far as drawing them with the snake that is often with them: 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Picture drawn by participant indicating the three witches and the snake 
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As she talked about how they collect them at midnight she even 
emphasized by talking louder, hitting the stone harder, throwing it up 
and down. Sometimes her voice would tremble, she would become 
more serious and as she talked I observed that her mouth kept on 
changing positions. 
 
She further indicated that her granny was going to take her to the 
sangomas. I observed that the participant was not hiding anything, if 
something is bothering her she talks about it. I have seen a lot of 
freedom in her. In one of the sessions she wanted me to talk to her mom 
to allow her to attend the Christian church with the aim that it would also 
assist her in fighting the three witches. She couldn’t hide how she felt 
about an issue. 
 
 
I understood that this is a drawing (drawn by participant 2) shows the imaginary 
world of her experience of the three witches she was talking about and the snake. 
From the videos and my interaction with the participants I was able to make 
observations which informed the questions I asked as in participant 2's discussion of 
the church issue: 
C: I don’t know, but last time I went to church and prayed the whole day. 
I kept on hearing the voice saying go out of the church... now... now... 
please... go out. (Repeated several times into my ears) (I cried and fell 
down) pastor prayed for me, he invited other pastors and it became 
better. 
T: Do you think the church makes you to overcome all this? 
C: Yes, at least I can sleep but the problem is my mother doesn’t want 
me to go to the Christian church. 
T: Why is she not interested when you go there? 
C: She says I must go to our Dutch Reformed Church and the service is 
only on Sunday and they don’t pray for us as compared to the Christian 
church. 
T: Meaning you feel comfortable going to the Christian church as 
compared to the Dutch Reformed Church? 
C: Yes, when I am from the Christian church at least at night I can 
sleep... and peacefully without fear. 
T: Have you ever discussed this, with any family member or extended 
family that you trust and believe that your mom could listen to? 
C: I tried to speak to my granny, she does understand my situation but 
my mom doesn’t want to believe me or listen to my granny. 
T:  How does this make you feel?  
 
This illustrates some of the illuminating or clarifying questions I asked during the 
playing of Masekitlane. 
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Furthermore she used words like shouting, e.g. "At home mom and dad do shout to 
one another but they are not fighting.  Cousins shouting to each other."  Or more 
extensively: 
 
C: We are four. My dad woke up in the morning and headed for the toilet 
and he started shouting for my mother to wakeup. My mother woke up 
and told my dad that they are not taking the same bus. 
T: why they do not have to go on the same bus? 
C: Because my dad works for local business and my mom works in the 
city. Then my dad took a taxi and my mom got onto the bus. Then it was 
my turn and my brother’s turn to wakeup. I then started shouting for him 
to wakeup. 
 
Observation about Participant 1 
Participant 1 was less talkative and seemed to be somehow “shy and uncomfortable, 
wondering when he was asked questions and did not maintain proper eye contact, 
particularly when we were talking about the activities they do at home. One 
afternoon after our meeting/session I had to meet the participant’s mother. She came 
to school being heavily drunk. She shouted saying “I want my child to be taken away 
from school”. When asked the reason for that, she said “you, yourself as a social 
worker must see to it that my child is taken away from school, since there is no 
progress, the boy keeps on repeating one class several times. According to the 
mother, the child needs attention 
 
3.4.4.3 Reflective Journal  
A reflective journal, according to Health Profession Act, 1974 (Act no. 56 OF 1974), 
is a journal, diary and portfolios that are kept in containers for writing that is recorded 
over a period of time. The writing may accompany a programme of learning, work, 
fieldwork or placement experience or a research project. The journals / logos and 
diaries can come in many different guises and be used to fulfill different purposes. 
Work on profiling and recording achievement can incorporate journal techniques. 
(Health Profession Act, 1974 (Act no.56 of 1974). They seem to be helpful in 
personalizing and deepening the quality of learning.  Keeping a journal is a humbling 
process because the researcher relies on his or her senses, impressions and has to 
be playful and creative. I kept a reflective journal of my experiences during my 
interaction with the participants, the educators and the parents. To be reflected more 
in (Appendix F).  
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I kept a reflective journal of my experiences during my interaction with the 
participants, the educators and the parents.  An example from my reflective journal is 
reproduced: 
After the interview I had with participant no 1’s class teacher my heart 
was so sore to learn of a young boy who is not taken care of. To my 
eyes the mother appears to be a “care free” it looks like the child doesn’t 
get enough support from home. The mother often embarrasses him by 
coming to school being drunk. I started putting my legs in the boy’s 
shoes, imagining how I would react with this kind of situation if it was 
myself. 
Although I learnt that the granny seems to be an asset in the child’s life, 
because she was available most of the time when I needed to do some 
intervention. 
 
One of my reflections was as follows: 
 
I felt sad to learn that the boy performs poorly at school in that he has 
poor concentration, he even fall asleep during lessons. I started asking 
myself as to what could be happening with the boy from his family of 
origin and around the school. 
 
I started to ask myself questions on whether are the teachers a barrier to 
a child, the environment, his family or the child himself. 
These questions emanate from the factors that he doesn’t perform well 
in class. He doesn’t take part in extracurricular activities and he doesn’t 
have friends. All these really affected me. 
 
During our 1st session with participant no1 (Establishment of rapport) 
when looking at him I started to ask myself questions. He was innocent, 
quiet and looking at me as if he wanted to ask or tell me something. 
 
During our 2nd session with participant no 1, he kept on saying one thing 
over and over again. Hence I suspected that hopefully the mother 
prepared him on what to say and not to say i.e. revealing only good 
family interaction where is put on the table daily.   
He was less talkative and seemed to be somehow “shy” and 
uncomfortable, wondering when asked questions and did not maintain 
proper eye contact particularly when we were talking about the activities 
they do at home. 
 
One afternoon after our meeting/session I had to take the participant 
home. When we entered the yard we were greeted by a heavily drunk 
mom who was even balancing with the wall buildings. She shouted  
saying “I want the child to be taken away from school” When asked the 
reason for that she said as a social worker for the child I must take it 
upon myself to take him from school because there is no progress the 
boy keeps on failing. 
 
All this really hurts me because these are some of the things which 
affect the child. Words like “he keeps on failing’’ they really demoralise 
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the child. The child ends up knowing that he is being labelled as a 
failure. 
 
The Next meeting 
The boy did not avail himself for therapy and he was present at school. 
He knew I will be coming in the afternoon nevertheless, he did not show-
up to the therapy room at school.  As he is staying less than 50 meters 
away from school, I called his granny and was surprised because he did 
not even reach home and was totally not at school. I started asking 
myself that he must be hiding from something. Quickly I remembered 
the last time I saw him was when the mother was doing funny things. 
These are some of the things which affected my research study and my 
feelings as a researcher. Really needed information was hidden and 
embarrassing factors affected the participant.  
During the fourth interview the participant was somehow different he 
talked about his preferred subjects at school such as Art & Culture. He 
was questioned more on this aspect with the aim of finding out, if this 
could be his asset or not.  Although he indicated that he likes it because 
most of the time they are doing portraits. Even though the class 
educator indicated that he is not good in all the learning areas or 
subjects. Unfortunately the class educator was the first person to be 
interviewed.  
 
In one of the interviews while he was playing Masekitlane he made 
mention of his father who would wake up and go to work. This was a 
contradiction because his father has passed on according to the 
information from the granny and he himself the participant. 
 
I also kept in mind the main elements of narrative therapy which I jotted down from 
Payne and White as: 
Narrative therapy based on White and Epston (Payne's book) - The 
children tell their problematic story in a safe space using Masekitlane; I 
ask probing and clarifying questions - so we got a store of remembered 
material; I can give a name to the problem by using some externalising 
language to name it. 
What I want to do is separate the identity of the children from their 
problem - witchcraft or food or family stuff; my assumption will be that 
cultural, social and political issues will be blamed for the children's 
problems. 
 
I could ask what influence has the problem had on you child?  What 
influence have you had on the problem? 
Helping the children remember things which are "unique outcomes" so 
that I can ask more questions about what is inconsistent in what they 
have told. I can ask the child to "take a position on the problem".  
Instead of I'll let the children draw.   
Re-membering can take place.  Would the outsider witnesses be me or 
other children when we retell the story to enrich the self-story. 
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Figure 3.6. An example of my Hand written Reflections 
 
From the data sets I collected comprising the background of the participants through 
semi-structured interviews with family members, structured interviews with educators 
and the unstructured interactions with the participants as well as my observations 
and reflections, I went on to analyse the data. 
3.4.5 DATA ANALYSIS 
The data were analysed according to what Thomas (2003, p. 2) has called, "general 
inductive approach".  I understood this to cover what is called content analysis which 
involves searching through qualitative data to identify recurrent patterns (Fritz, 2009; 
Ponterotto & Grieger, 2007; Kohlbacher, 2006).  Thomas (2003, p. 2) suggests that it 
allows "research findings to emerge from the frequent, dominant or significant 
themes inherent in raw data, without the restraints imposed by structured 
methodologies".  Content analysis is a way of seeing, as well as a process for coding 
qualitative information (Byrne, 2001). The text transcribed during the playing of 
Masekitlane, transcripts of interviews, observations and notes was coded and broken 
down into manageable categories.  Patel and Riley (2007) speak of data reduction, 
"the overall analytic process of breaking down, reconfiguring, and transforming raw 
data into manageable, meaningful information". Data from transcribed interviews and 
observation was analyzed by ordering and grouping according to patterns, and 
subsequently coded. Coding is the process of labelling the transcribed data to 
generate categories which are further integrated to form the core category (Glasser 
& Strauss, 1999). In the process of assigning codes, the contextual meaning of the 
transcribed words, phrases and sentences was considered. Table 3.4 gives some 
idea of what the process was for me. 
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Table 3.4 Coding Interviews, Field notes, Observations and Reflections 
Data set: 
Interviews 
Data set: Field 
notes 
Data set: 
Observations 
Data set: 
Reflections 
P1 clumsy and 
tired 
P2 telling lies 
Educator's 
comments on both 
participants 
P1 how he reacted 
when we were 
talking about his 
mother 
P1' gesture 
Body language 
P2 facial 
expression with 
face and hands 
P1, the narrative 
they laughed at him 
about the mother's 
behaviour when 
she visited the 
school 
 
 
Conceptual categories and themes were created from the coded labels that 
described and explained the data. In Table 3.5 I illustrate elements of the processes, 
but the largest part of the process was performed with strips of paper (Fritz, 2009):  
 
Table 3.5 Table of Themes from Data Collected 
SELECTED 
INDICATORS 
CATEGORIES SUB THEMES THEMES 
My sister helps me. 
…I went to join my 
mother in the 
bedroom 
Activities that 
bring family 
together –
joining 
 
Family interactions/ 
Family support 
Narratives on 
Socialization in the 
family 
Talking about 
experiences at 
school 
Chatted with my 
grandma 
Talking to each 
other 
(vocabulary – 
talking, chatting) 
 
My sister came 
back from her 
friend… 
No, with my 
friend…(play with) 
My sister went 
hanging out with 
friends…. 
 
…my dad, sister, 
mom, uncle, aunt… 
This is my mom, 
this is my dad, this 
is my sister, 
brothers… then 
these are the three 
witches. 
Going to visit 
and play with 
friends 
Talk about friends 
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We are four 
 
I then went outside 
to play… 
Playing with 
friends 
Socializing through 
Play  
Mom's work, Morula 
Sun 
Sister prepares to 
go to school 
My brother prepares 
to go to school 
My granny stays at 
home and watches 
TV… 
Preparing for 
work and school 
 
 
Narratives on 
Occupational roles 
and routines 
…They usually visit 
and sleep 
over…(aunt and 
uncle) 
My dad woke up 
and headed for the 
toilet….  
…turn for my 
brother to wake 
up….. 
Shouted at my mom 
to wake up… 
Shouting at my 
brother to wake 
up… 
 
sleep/waking  
up activities 
/other family 
activities 
members act 
Routine activities 
Sleep/waking 
patterns in the 
family 
 
My mom… told my 
dad that they are 
not taking the bus… 
 
mode of 
transport used 
by parents 
 
My mom… told my 
dad that they are 
not taking the bus… 
 
mode of 
transport used 
by parents 
 
My dad works for a 
local business… 
My mom works in 
the city 
Getting ready for 
school… 
 
Moms work, 
dads work and 
children’s 
schools 
occupational 
activities 
Become late for 
school… 
The crèche’ fines 
you for coming 
late… 
No. I was in fact late 
for school 
Being late for  
school 
 
My uncle and aunt   
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(are the ones who 
fight) 
Had lunch… 
Granny prepared 
lunch for herself 
My sister prepared 
food for herself 
Individual family 
members 
preparing food 
(related 
meanings) 
Preparing 
lunch/food 
Narratives about 
food  
 
Finally, after further reduction of the data (including evidences from my sources other 
than with the participants to guide me), I came to the realisation that three themes 
were important:  
a) Narratives on Socialization in the family 
b)  Narratives on occupational roles and routines;  
c) Narratives about food.   
 
In terms of socialization in the family the subthemes which supported that idea were: 
Family interactions/ Family support; Socializing through play and talk about friends. 
In terms of occupational activities and routines the subthemes were: Routine 
activities; Sleep/waking patterns in the family. Finally in terms of narratives about 
food, the subtheme was preparing lunch/food.    
 
3.5 TRUSTWORTHINESS 
As a researcher in order to maintain trustworthiness, I had to attend to matters of 
credibility, transferability, dependability and conformability during the qualitative 
research activity.  Morse, Barrett, Mayan, Olson and Spiers (2002, pp. 4-5) remind 
qualitative researchers that 
"Guba and Lincoln (1981) stated that while all research must have "truth 
value", "applicability", "consistency", and "neutrality" in order to be considered 
worthwhile, the nature of knowledge within the rationalistic (or quantitative ) 
paradigm is different from the knowledge in naturalistic (qualitative) 
paradigm."  
 
This has to do with "rigour".  Morse et al (2002, p. 2) recollect the debates of the 
1980s,  
"In seminal work in the 1980s, Guba and Lincoln substituted reliability and 
validity with the parallel concept of 'trustworthiness', containing four aspects: 
credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability." 
 
Guba and Lincoln's (2005) model of trustworthiness with its warnings about truth 
value, applicability, consistency and neutrality were considered in relation to the 
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trustworthiness of this study (Conrad, Haworth & Latucca, 2001).  Because this was 
not a positivist study but rather conducted from a constructivist paradigm, there was 
no attempt to match internal and external criteria of validity (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, 
p. 158). By transcribing verbatim what participants said as well as video-recording 
the some sessions not all of them to check for the truthfulness or truth value of the 
data, I tried to meet the requirements of trustworthiness.  In this research study, the 
participants might have known that they were being observed which may have 
influenced their behaviour and therefore reliability and validity would have been 
threatened. The guidelines provided by Carcary (2009) were observed during the 
research process, namely that the research should be conducted systematically and 
rigorously; it should be strategic, flexible and contextual; and lastly the researcher 
should be accountable for its quality and claims. I engaged in critical scrutiny or 
active reflexivity while doing the empirical research and while writing it up (Morse et 
al, 2002). 
3.5.1 Credibility  
The credibility criteria involve establishing that results of qualitative research are 
credible or believable from the perspective of the participants in the study. Since, 
from this perspective, the purpose of qualitative research is to describe or 
understand the phenomena of interest from the participant’s eyes, the participants 
are the only ones who can legitimately judge the credibility of the results.  To ensure 
credibility of the study, all efforts were made to accurately represent the phenomena 
studied by providing details on the type of data used and how the data were 
collected and analysed. This provided rich data (Radnor, 2001).This was the 
motivation for recording sessions in order to transcribe accurately. 
 
3.5.2 Dependability  
Another aspect of trustworthiness is dependability. According to Graneheim and 
Lundman (2004) when data are extensive and the collection extends over time, there 
is a risk of inconsistency during data collection. Tobin and Begley, (2004) argue that 
dependability is comparable with reliability. Dependability is achieved through a 
process of auditing. Inquirers are responsible to ensure that the process of research 
is logical, traceable and clearly documented - in this study evidence is provided for 
my promoters.  
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3.5.3 Transferability 
According to Tobin and Begley (2004) transferability is comparable to external 
validity. It refers to the generalizability of the inquiry. Graneheim and Lundman 
(2004) indicate that it refers to the extent to which the findings can be transferred to 
other settings or groups. To facilitate transferability it is valuable to give a clear and 
distinct description of culture and context, selection and characteristics of 
participants, data collection and processes of analysis which I have provided. I 
adhered to this by outlining as best I could the processes of the research backed up 
by literature pertinent to the topic.  The background information, criteria for selection 
and snippets from the transcripts of the video recordings will be used as a form a 
data base.  
3.5.4 Confirmability  
Confirmability, "comparable with objectivity or neutrality" according to Tobin and 
Begley (2004, p. 392) is about being sure that the data and the interpretation of it 
does indeed exist and has been performed. The interpretation must be clearly 
derived from data. In this study the video-recordings, transcripts of interviews, 
illustrations from the participants serve to establish confirmability. 
 
3.7 ETHICAL MEASURES 
Creswell (2007, p. 205) proposes that there should be an on-going open dialogue on 
what makes interpretive research trustworthy - "considerations of validation are not 
definitive as the final word on the topic, nor should every study be required to 
address them". In respect of validation, two kinds exist, namely, substantive, and 
ethical. Substantive validation requires that the researcher interpret the subject 
matter to co-create the interpretations, always bearing in mind her socio-historical 
context - a constructivist position. Ethical validation requires the researcher to be 
open about moral assumptions and their consequent political and ethical 
implications; diverse voices should be treated equitably.   
 
Chilisa and Preece (2005) suggest that ethical principles in qualitative research 
mean the researcher sticks to a set of standards. These standards guide the 
researcher on how she should interact with research participants.  Janesick (1998, p. 
39) reminds researchers that “access and entry are sensitive components of 
qualitative research and the researcher must establish trust, rapport, and authentic 
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communication patterns with participants”.  An important consideration for me to gain 
entry to the research setting and build rapport with the participants (at all levels) was 
to have the consent and cooperation of the principal, teachers and other concerned 
persons. As a GDE official and a student educational psychologist, I adhered to 
ethical standards (Health Profession Acts, 1974, Act no 56). 
 I made sure that the research design was appropriate for the study; the limitations of 
the research methods used were clearly stated as well as what the limits of the 
information being sought were. Furthermore I attempted to represent issues truthfully 
and disseminate true information as well as avoid plagiarism. 
 
Other important ethical considerations I bore in mind during this research included 
confidentiality, informed consent, assent, anonymity and privacy. After each and 
every session with the children, the teachers would want to know the progress made, 
being inquisitive in terms of how they participated and handled themselves etc. They 
expected to be given constant feedback and be told about the intervention itself.  
This was a challenge. Emphasis was put on avoiding any psychological harm, 
humiliation, embarrassment and other losses that occur when research participants, 
communities and the researched suffer because consent and confidentiality 
principles are violated (Babbie & Mouton, 2002). For instance, before setting the 
interview dates, the researcher explained the following to the participants:  
 What I am doing is enjoying the stories you tell with Masekitlane 
because I remember playing myself.  I will ask you some questions about 
the stories, if you don't mind and perhaps when we talk about the stories 
you will feel better. Perhaps we can enjoy our Masekitlane stories 
together.  
 I will not tell anyone what you tell me in the stories or show the videos 
to anyone who could harm you.  The study I am doing is to help you. 
 If you don't like playing Masekitlane you can tell someone like your 
teacher - I will not mind, and you could withdraw any time you deem 
necessary.  Please write me a little letter to tell me if you would like to visit 
and play Masekitlane and draw some pictures. 
 I will ask your parents or guardians if it is alright for you to come to me 
and play the game. Your teachers and the principal also know we are 
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talking and play the game together, but if there are sensitive issues 
indicated, I will keep them confidential or I will discuss with you 
participants whether someone like a court of law would want to know or if 
you or your parents wrote to me to tell me I should (Health Profession Act, 
1974, Act no 56, p. 26.) 
 Informed consent meant consideration of three issues: firstly; the` 
consent was informed, and I disclosed information about procedures that 
might influence the participant’s willingness to participate in a study such 
as videotaping sessions in the study. What information would be kept 
confidential, the methods employed to maintain confidentiality and the 
legal, social and professional standards requiring disclosure of confidential 
information were carefully explained to the participants. Secondly; 
participation was voluntary. Participants were not compelled to participate.  
Lastly, it was discussed that the decision to participate must be rational. I 
ensured that the participants understood the information provided, for 
example, the purpose and nature of research procedure, the implications 
of their participation (time away from favourite activity, weighing the risks 
and benefits of participating and communicating a participation choice). 
 
As part of the research process, I brought a file with necessary documents such as 
consent forms and assent forms and a letter asking permission to do research (refer 
to Appendix A ) on the day I met the participants and their parents at school. This 
was discussed with the parents and they agreed that I might do research provided 
that their children would improve (which I could not guarantee) and they would not 
be harmed during the research process.  Ethical considerations were discussed with 
them and necessary forms were signed by the principal, learners and their parents 
as well as their class educators. Their willingness to participate and freedom to 
withdraw at any time they felt like doing so, was explained.   
 
Researchers must be aware of the increased risk to confidentiality inherent in 
recording equipment, as stored images and voices are more readily identifiable than 
other data formats and pose greater threat to participants’ confidentiality (Bell & Nutt, 
2002; Israel & Hay 2006). The process of recording was clearly outlined to the 
participants. The safekeeping of the data was discussed in terms of its being kept for 
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a period of two years and then destroyed. The study would not reveal the names of 
participants or their whereabouts. 
 
In this research the participants were contacted on a one-on-one basis to request 
their permission to participate in the study. The following aspects were discussed 
verbally with the participants (however, a written agreement outlining procedures and 
requesting informed consent was provided during the first interaction with them): 
 Their preference in terms of the language to be used (Sepedi) or/Sesotho 
Sepedi sa Lebowa. 
 Research risks were outlined. It was explained that in the event that they 
experienced uncomfortable feelings about the topic discussed, they would 
receive appropriate and relevant support from the SBST coordinator, and if 
this elicited feelings that required professional help, further referral would be 
done.  
 The scope and limits of confidentiality was discussed. It was explained to 
them that the contents of the video-recording would only be used for 
verification of what was observed and its interpretation. Confidentiality would 
be broken only if there were issues of abuse, or if the researcher was required 
by a court of law to testify in court how confidentiality had been breached. The 
participants agreed to be video-taped since their parents gave permission for 
video-taping. 
 The participants were given an explanation of the voluntary nature of their 
participation. 
 The potential risks and benefits of receiving a therapeutic intervention to give 
them a chance to speak their stories were discussed with the participants. 
 The video recorded tapes would be locked away and kept for a period of 2 
years after completion of the research. 
This study was carried out at the participants’ schools, after seeking their permission. 
3.8 CONCLUSION 
The focus of this chapter was to outline the research method and design based on a 
qualitative constructivist framework which was followed during this study. I discussed 
the analysis of the data. In Chapter 4 I will discuss the research findings, provide a 
summary and recommendations based on the findings as well as strengths and 
limitations of this study and conclusion. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter provides the detailed description of the findings from the data collected 
and analysed through content analysis into themes. In response to the research 
question, “How can Masekitlane be used as a narrative therapeutic intervention tool 
with children in grade four?” My findings show that the playing of Masekitlane  
provided the a safe space for children to tell their stories, an avenue for me to gain 
information about food in relation to the children's experiences, information about 
family interactions, a safe place to tell problem-saturated stories about witchcraft and 
the potential space to explore possible alternative stories about occupations. There 
are four themes which I extracted from the data - preparation of food; interactions in 
the family; occupational activities.   
 
4.2. PRESENTATION AND OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS 
The main findings in this study were from the stories the participants told during the 
time they were playing Masekitlane. As they told the stories I was aware of what 
Ridgway (2007, n.d., n.p.) says of stories and storytelling as a way to organize and 
give meaning to experience from a constructivist perspective. Different stories can 
be told about the same experience depending on the mood and events being 
emphasised (Ridgway, 2007).   
 
The narratives in this study were around the following themes: (1) Narratives about 
family interactions; (2) Narratives about occupational activities; (3) Narratives about 
preparation of food.  
4.3 DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS OF RESEARCH RESULTS 
All the data I had collected helped me towards developing categories of ideas, 
seeing what patterns emerged and then turning the enormous amount of information 
into sub-themes (Fritz, 2009; Ponterotto & Grieger, 2007; Kohlbacher, 2006).  In 
presenting the themes, I kept sight of my research question which was how 
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Masekitlane could be used as a narrative therapeutic intervention tool. Masekitlane 
could be used to obtain more information about the context in which live, their 
socialisation and their relationships with family members. 
 
4.3.1 Major theme: narratives on preparation of food 
My finding in terms of the theme of preparation of food was that they were typical 
narratives that both participants gave. The participants described how each member 
of the family prepared food for themselves when they arrived home from school and 
work.  In many ways, the daily food of Black South African families can be traced to 
the indigenous foods that their ancestors ate. A typical meal in a Black South African 
family household that is indigenous is a stiff, fluffy porridge of maize meal (called 
"pap," and very similar to American grits) with morogo (spinach-like) a flavorful 
stewed meat gravy. Traditional rural families (and many urban ones) often ferment 
their pap for few days especially if it is sorghum instead of maize which gives it a 
tangy flavor. The Sotho-Tswana call this fermented pap, "ting” (Wylie, 2001). Others 
eat it with sugar (for breakfast) or meat.  The type of meat enjoyed is chicken feet, 
chicken heads, tripe, cow heels and heads.  When I spoke about meals participant 1 
reported:  
C: Yes. Then my granny prepared Lunch for herself. Then my sister 
came back from work and prepared food for her. 
C: Then my sister came back from her friend and joined my granny at 
the TV, then I made food for myself. My granny also made food for 
herself. 
T: So, at your home everyone prepares his own food? 
C: Yes 
 
In the case of participant 1 the dysfunction of the family was revealed in the way that 
food was prepared by individuals not by the mother for everyone. The participant is 
still a child and children have the right to be cared for. It suggests that there is no 
nurturing atmosphere in the home and a lack of care for the children. The participant 
had no energy to concentrate at school as the educators explained. My own 
observations were that he might be undernourished. The events were easily narrated 
in a natural way in the narrative mode through Masekitlane. 
 
4.3.2 Major theme: narratives about interactions in the family 
The findings from the theme of family interactions were that in the descriptions of the 
individual people or members in this family (“this is my mom; my dad, sisters, 
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brothers, aunt, uncle, myself and my younger brother”), the participant describes 
each member according to the role in the family structure (Hannah, 2007). A different 
stone was used for each person. This highlights that hierarchy depends on the type 
of leadership within the family and that it is expressed by the pecking order, shared 
by perceptions of who the leader is and by interactional patterns among family 
members. The participants reflect patterns of interaction in the family, in which 
according to Hannah (2007), boundaries are revealed through the description of who 
interacts with whom, for what purpose, and how often. In identifying of family 
members starts with the father as the head of the family in other cultures (Kimani & 
Kombo, 2010). The African culture reserves for the head of the family a reverence 
that enables him to function as the leader that he is supposed to be, under normal 
circumstances. It would seem that the real role of the wise father is to protect his 
family interest and defend it from undue interference from external aggressors and 
meddlers which in the African setting can be legion. Early literature on African 
families (Sqwana – Ndulo, 1998) basically describes the changes observed in what 
was perceived as these “families” progression towards more advanced family forms 
as a result of their exposure to Western civilization. In the context of these changes, 
however, many authors claim that the African family was disintegrating and 
becoming increasingly disorganized as a result of western influence. 
 
My findings from the Masekitlane narratives from both participants were that the 
father was hardly the "wise" father. The fact that in participant 2's home there was 
little empathy for each other in the variety of family roles and that the family "slept 
over" during weekends points to a family facing multiple stressors and these in turn 
affect the child as barriers to learning. Participant 1 plainly mourned his father but 
there was no male figure to replace him in his family setting. 
 
4.3.3 Major theme: narratives about occupational activities and routines 
My findings about the preoccupation of the participants with their families' 
occupational activities and routines in the household showed that it was an important 
component of their lives. The children made sense of their daily experiences by 
relating them to routines of waking, sleeping, and bathing and further getting ready 
for the various occupations of the daily life, for example, "Then it was my turn and my 
brother’s turn to wakeup. I then started shouting for him to wake up". Details were 
important, "Because my dad works for local business and my mom works in the city.  
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Then my dad took a taxi and my mom got onto the bus". This sort of detail in terms 
of the narrative points to meaning-making, "Then my sister prepared herself to go to 
school. My brother also prepared himself and went to school" and “My sister helps 
me. … I went to join my mother in the bedroom". 
 
4.3.4 Masekitlane 
My finding was that the use of Masekitlane as a therapeutic tool during narrative 
therapy seemed to allow the participants to reflect their experiences with ease on 
urgent or less urgent issues, their past experiences and how they could use these to 
cope in the future. Playing a familiar game gave a sense of a safe place to tell their 
stories.  As Kekae–Moletsane (2010) indicates the richness of child play and its self-
expressive nature suggests its use for the combined purpose of revealing children’s 
feelings and allowing the child to approach reality via the quasi-reality of his or her 
own creation. Children learn from their play experiences that their anxieties and guilt 
need not be so overwhelming. The content of the narratives of the participants 
evolved from feelings of fear, concern and hate. These were expressed within the 
context of events that took place within family settings. The events ranged from 
family interaction and occupational activities like school and parents employment, 
narratives about food. Both participants reflected on the importance of food and 
sharing, which takes place in their families.  
 
The participants reflected anger, frustration and aggression using stones during 
Masekitlane play.  As Orton (1997) has said, toy guns, rubber knives, plastic swords, 
wooden shields and hammer offer children a means of expressing hostility and 
aggression, so too do stones.  Shooting, stabbing, hitting and pounding are symbolic 
expressions of anger and permit their release through play, which may provide 
therapeutic catharsis and the opportunity to rechannel energy.  In Ginott’s, (1960, as 
cited in Orton, 1997) view such activities help children to focus their energies on 
projects and goals both in and out of their play room. Masekitlane can be used for 
building rapport, for helping the client open up, for telling of a narrative and for 
identifying assets.  
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4.4 FORMULATING GUIDELINES FOR THE USE OF MASEKITLANE AS A 
NARRATIVE THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTION TOOL USED BY COUNSELORS 
AND EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGISTS 
To begin to formulate guidelines for the use of Masekitlane as a narrative therapeutic 
tool to be used by counselors and educational psychologists, I discuss my narrative 
therapy approach, loosely based on White's principles.  My approach was to use the 
participants who were referred to me as the first step in the process.  My assessment 
of them at first was informal. The specific stages followed in attending to these cases 
are typical of my narrative approach to therapy. The following stages were followed: 
a) establishing rapport with the client; b) getting ready for play; c) asking clarifying 
questions; a store of remembered material becomes available for therapy, (there is 
an assumption that cultural, social and political issues will be meshed and often 
blamed for the problem); d) time is allowed for unique outcomes to emerge as 
memories and they are deconstructed through questions about the inconsistencies 
with the main story; e) the client states what the problem is and what it feels like; f) 
therapeutic documents can be used; g) re-membering or re-organising the story 
takes place through clarifying questions; (h) there can be retelling of the story to 
enrich the self-story if there is sufficient time - in my case there was not). These 
steps are presented serially but in fact the process is iterative and not clearly linear.  
Questions happen throughout the process and serve different purposes. 
4.4.1 Establishing rapport with the client 
A therapeutic relationship was established and maintained and this only happened 
because I strove to understand the participant’s communication (Ginott, 1960 as 
cited in Orton, 1997). Most therapists recognize the need to establish a warm and 
accepting relationship with the child, in which he/she is free to be themselves. They 
can express their feelings no matter how negative and their right to these feelings 
will be respected (Axline, 1947). As children feel accepted and understood, they 
usually reveal more of themselves and this self expression helps the therapist view 
the world from the child’s unique perspective.  I established a relationship with the 
participants and developed empathy for them as I got to learn more about them and 
their life experiences.  This empathy is an understanding of how the particular child 
is feeling, given his or her unique life experiences. When this empathetic 
understanding is communicated to the child, it facilitates insight.  
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Egan (1994) suggest that in addition to creating a warm and permissive atmosphere, 
play therapists must be able to create corrective experiences that help the child link 
his or her thoughts and feelings to current behavior. The idea of playing a familiar 
game like Masekitlane added to the comforting atmosphere which I set up for the two 
participants. In addition there was always something to eat and drink after the 
sessions which the participants looked forward to.  Therapists may need to consider 
using a therapeutic setting to establish limits that structure therapy, help the child 
assume responsibility for his or her behavior and teach the child better ways of 
fulfilling those needs. I did this by sticking to the session times and interacting 
formally at appropriate times. Orton (1997) also emphasizes that as the therapist 
observes and interacts with the child through play he or she is building a relationship 
with the child in which they can communicate with one another through the 
manipulation of play materials, toys or as in my case stones and narrative. In 
addition to our communication being based on the manipulation of stones, we shared 
a common language Sotho in which the interactions happened. The participants 
were eager to play the game and looked forward to it. To sum up Masekitlane can be 
used to build rapport with the client, enables the client to open up, facilitates the 
telling of narratives and helps to identify any assets the client has. 
4.4.2 Getting ready for play therapy 
According to Orton (1997) some therapists have a special room for play therapy and 
others carry their play materials with them in a suitcase. I used a computer 
laboratory and the Head of department’s office depending on availability. All the 
required resources such as stones, carpet, cushions, paper and pencil were kept in a 
bag. Participants were given an opportunity to select stones needed for their 
intended play from the bag I kept. Orton (1997) emphasizes that as the therapist 
gets ready for play, he or she will need to select some toys or play materials that will 
facilitate the child’s communication. Therefore play materials should be selected for 
their therapeutic value to the child. Toys should be simple, easy for children to 
manipulate and powered by the child’s imagination rather than by batteries.  In this 
study, I allowed the participants to select the stones from my suitcase of resources, 
as these are the common tools used for playing Masekitlane.  A pen and paper can 
be used depending on what makes the client comfortable. 
 
Masekitlane does not require expensive or commercialised materials. Players need 
at least two or more small stones. Masekitlane players hit one stone with the other, 
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the pace, frequency, and the way the stone is hit differs. When the players relate 
they speak softly with a sweet tone. Their facial expressions show happiness in the 
form of smile or laughter. When the players relate aggressive incidents, and sad or 
depressing stories, they hit the stones very hard, frequently, and show aggression 
and anger on their faces. They usually shout and yell while talking (Modikoe, 2010). 
Stories or events that interest them, they hit the stones softly, at a slow pace, and 
infrequently. They also display anger and sadness on their faces to the extent that 
they sometimes frown or cry (Kekae–Moletsane, 2008). The game involves many 
emotions, such as happiness, excitement, anger, sadness, and aggression. The 
language used should be the one that the client speaks well as this will allow them to 
reflect their story and the emotions in the problem saturated story easily with 
understanding. Therapists need to observe the multiplicity of gestures, tones, facial 
expressions and listen attentively to the narrative at the same time. 
 
4.5 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
Narrative therapy holds that clients construct their past by stories they tell in the 
present and these stories are altered by creating new narratives (Prochaska & 
Norcross, 2008). Masekitlane provides opportunities for the participants to express 
their past and present experiences through play. The participants described their 
past fears and present experiences and how they thought the present could help 
them overcome their past experiences. There was a strong belief by participant 2 
that through her current engagement with Christian activities, the issue of witchcraft 
would be addressed, "I take the evil spirit out of you (she hit harder) out…out…out of 
her body now in the name of Jesus, out…out..." (the girl sobbed). This evidence of 
bodily enactment was important for me to understand. When she sobbed she hit 
more softly. She perceives her life events or experiences differently in that witchcraft 
is viewed as an act of evil and the only way to deal with it is through prayer. The 
grade 4 participants tend to narrate their stories without feeling threatened. It was 
shown that the feeling of safety in telling their story was promoted by their familiarity 
with the therapeutic tool used in the study as well as the opportunity to use their 
home language. 
 
The participants felt safe to tell their story using Masekitlane and the willingness to 
tell their story without feeling threatened was promoted by the familiarity with the tool 
that was used. 
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4.6 LIMITATIONS 
The disadvantage of this case study research is the problem of generalization 
(Stake, 2000). Other researchers have suggested that it is unnecessary to draw 
general conclusions and argue, instead that case studies provide a depth and 
richness of description that are indispensable to the social sciences (Lincoln and 
Guba, 2001; Platt, 1988; Stake, 1995). My limitations in the study were that I had 
insufficient time with the participants, given that we had to work within the limits of 
the school day, which limited the questions I could ask. With more time more 
memories might have emerged for the participants. Secondly more participants could 
have been used in the study. Furthermore, I think with more experience I would have 
asked questions which were different and more exploratory. The different roles I had 
to fulfill in terms of parental and teacher expectations was difficult, but I believe with 
more experience it would have been easier. The issue of translation, in terms of 
language, I realized that it can bring a different connotation and interpretation. For 
instance, what the participants said in their language could be interpreted as 
something else. 
4.7 STRENGTHS 
Although case studies in this study may not provide a sound basis for scientific 
generalizations, they still have a general relevance and are able to generate ideas 
and produce theoretical conclusions (Stake, 2000). Masekitlane is an indigenous 
game and thus grade four learners in black townships and rural areas will identify 
easily with it. Narrative therapy exploits one of the most basic ways humans 
understand their reality and experiences - the telling and re-telling of stories, the 
assigning of meaning to events and relationships in terms of past, present and 
future.  
4.8 RECOMMENDATIONS  
Kekae–Moletsane (2008) alludes to the dearth of research work on African play, 
especially in psychotherapy.  Africa has a rich culture that has not yet been properly 
explored.  I therefore suggest that:  
 Further research should be conducted in African culture and psychology and 
the use of indigenous games in the therapeutic context. South Africa is a 
multicultural and multilingual society and African people make up the majority 
of the population, so it makes sense to explore multicultural responses to 
therapy.   
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 Improvisation in the practice of psychology as a science should be elevated, 
especially when one considers the socioeconomic status of most South 
African communities. Most children do not have access to toys as they are 
expensive. The use of available and non harmful material from the child’s 
environment would thus be beneficial in therapy. 
4.9 CONCLUSION 
This study was about "Exploring the game of Masekitlane as narrative therapeutic 
intervention tool with children in grade four" and I used two participants in a case 
study to come to conclusions about the benefits and uses of the game. The practice 
of psychological intervention has been minimal in black South African communities.  
Alternatives to psychological intervention for children at school are urgently needed 
given the multiple stressors that most children endure in African communities which 
are not wealthy.  Masekitlane allows children to release negative energies trapped in 
their bodies and so enables healing provided there is someone who can wisely use 
the narratives of the game to bring the child to a better self story. The findings of this 
study have shown how such improvisation can be brought into the therapy room and 
be used to benefit the client without compromising their culture. Masekitlane has 
shown that clients can be allowed to tell their story within an environment that they 
are familiar with and can identify with without feeling threatened.  
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TRANSCRIPT 
This is the first session of Masekitlane playing with participant no 2 
T: What are we going to talk about? 
C: We are going to talk about my family, everybody. [Family] 
T: Your family? Who are you referring to? 
C: I mean everyone. Including my dad, sister, mom, uncle, aunt, 
[extended family system] 
T: Ok! Do you live with them? 
C: No. They usually visit and sleepover. This is my mom, this is my dad, 
sisters, brothers, aunt, uncle, myself and my younger brother. Then 
these are the three witches. Those witches… 
T: What are witches?  
C: These witches live in the bush. They are people who are using muti, 
as when you are asleep and they come to you apply their muti on you 
and bewitch your feet. This is Mamogolo (aunt), BoMma (mom) and 
Mmahlobile. [Extended family] 
T: Where do these witches live? 
C: They live in the bush 
T: This Mmahlobile is it her name? 
C: Yes it’s her name [naming] 
T: This Mamogolo, is she your aunt? 
C: No, She is not my aunt, that’s how she is called. [Naming] 
T: Oh! Is that how she is called? 
C: And BoMma too that’s how she is called. [Naming] So they live in the 
bush. They came on alternate days. They would deceive you. You can 
only feel your hair rise and you know they are around 
T: Do they still come? 
C: No they don’t come anymore but they used to come. [Visit] 
T: How many times would they come? 
C: About three times in a week time factor] 
T: what time do they come? 
C: Around midnight [time factor] 
T: How do they enter the house? 
C: They come in spirit 
T: What do they come for? 
C: To come and apply their muti. 
T: Did you tell your parents about that? 
C: Yes I did 
C: Now my parents are in their bedroom, my brother and I in the second 
bedroom, my two sisters in the third, my uncle and his wife then my 
elder brother in his bedroom. 
T: How many children are you? 
C: We are four. My dad woke up in the morning and headed for the toilet 
and he started shouting for my mother to wakeup. My mother woke up 
and told my dad that they are not taking the same bus. 
T: Why they do not have to go on the same bus? 
C:  Because my dad works for local business and my mom works in the 
city. Then my dad took a taxi and my mom got onto the bus. Then it was 
my turn and my brother’s turn to wakeup. I then started shouting for him 
to wakeup. 
T: Were you getting late? 
C: Yes and the crèche fine you for late coming. 
T: Do you also become late for school? 
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C: No. I was in fact late for school only once. So I got ready for school. 
Then the lessons started. While the teacher was busy the witches came 
to the chalk board. 
  
T: So is there any fighting at home 
C: No they just shout at each other but they never fight physically. 
T: who fights? 
C: My uncle and his wife. 
T: Is there anything in particular which bothers you? 
C: My biggest bother used to be the three witches because they are 
dangerous, they can kill you. So we went to my granny. She said we 
should be careful and not to allow strangers in the house. 
L: And then? 
C: That is how the story goes, but my granny said that she is going to 
take me to the sangoma so that they don’t bewitch me or make use of 
myself. 
T:  Ok,its fine and next time when we meet we will talk about the issue of 
the sangomas,Thank you so much Please feel free to contact me should 
you feel you want to see me before the agreed upon time. 
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This is the second session of Masekitlane playing with participant 
no 2 
T           : Hi! My dear little girl, how are you today? 
C          : I am fine and you? (with a smile...) 
T           : I am also fine ....how can I help you today? 
C           : I am keen to know. How did you convince my mother? 
T           : I did not convince her, we had a talk. 
C          : What did you talk about? 
T          : About the issue that is bothering you, that of witch craft. 
C          : About the three witches and the issue of going to church. 
T          : Yes, I am coming there. 
C          : Does she still have a problem. 
T          : Mom does not have a problem...she is happy that you get 
therapy. 
C          : Yes I am also happy but does she feel it makes me feel better? 
T          : Yes she does, she says you have been better since I spoke to 
you. 
C        : What about the issue of going to church? 
T          : She indicated her reason about that. She said with therapy 
only, she thought you will make it, because she sees positive results in 
your behaviour. 
C          : Yes it does help but even the Christian church does help, even 
my friends at church did confirm that. When we pray for them they don’t 
come. 
T          : Don’t you think, all night prayer is a problem to your mom? 
C          : It is, but who is suffering? It’s me who is suffering. I know mom 
thinks I might cheat her.          
T          : Cheat her how? 
C          : My mom doesn’t understand, maybe she thinks I can be truant, 
saying I am going to church, whereas I am not. 
T         : No it is because she is worried of your school work and you 
coming home late or in the morning from church. 
C         : To be honest with you, Mom knows very well that since I come 
to you I have improved, with me going to church is better, those witches  
don’t come. Both your intervention and the pastor’s intervention have 
helped. 
C        : But your mom said she will allow you since you’ll go there with 
your neighbour’s children. And she requested me to talk to you... to 
focus on your school work, to do your home work and read regularly. 
T         : Oh thanks my God, all this will make me fight the three witches. 
(She stand-up and hugged the therapist) when are we going to play 
Masekitlane again. 
C         : When do you want us to play again? 
T         : Anytime, when you are ready you tell me. 
C         : Can I come 2 weeks after now? 
T         : Yes its fine (therapist checked the calendar) on the 25th, is it 
fine, it is on Friday. 
C         : Yes is fine. 
T         : I will come at 13hoo, you say on Friday you knock off at 13hoo 
is it so? 
C         : Yes, I will wait for you. 
T         : Thank you girl, go well. 
C         : Thank you mom and greet your family members. 
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T         : Ok my dear will do so and you too. 
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This is the third session of Masekitlane playing with participant no 
2 
T      : Hi! My girl, how are you? 
C      : I am fine, you know I got my results, I passed (she smiled) 
T      : ahaaa.....You go girl! work keep it up  
C    : Thank you 
T      : I am happy for you. When you finish school what is you intended career? 
C     : I want to work just like you do... (Ate the lower lip) talking to children who have 
problems and where possible involving their parents. 
T       : You reckon...  then it means you will have to work harder in order to become 
a psychologist. 
C       : Can you believe it; you know those witches are still bothering me. 
T         : oh yeah! So what do you want us to do with it? 
C         : I don’t know (She frown and changed her face) but what I can tell you is that 
I hate them, they ruin my life and my parents don’t want to believe me and my 
mother denied my grand-mother to take me to the sangomas. 
T         : Do you think you can get help from the sangomas? 
C         :  I don’t know, I don’t know what to do, I need help  
T         : can we do the talking first or Masekitlane playing? 
C        : I prefer that we play Masekitlane first. 
T          : Come then, let’s play Masekitlane and see how it goes but firstly you may 
go and collect the stones you want to use. (She picked-up some stones from the 
therapist’s suitcase) within no time she was back. 
C          : Yes, of course you see... (Pointing) here is me... (Pointing at one of the 
smallest stones) Its Friday morning I woke up, bathed and went to school. After 
school I was happy because I knew I was going to see you. (Hitting softly) 
C           : she started by saying “this witchcraft thing is worrying me...when is it 
coming to an end I hate it...I hate it... and it keeps on following me” 
T           : What do you think, in order to get rid of them? 
C           : I don’t know, I thought you can help me...since I remember you once said 
your duty as a psychologist is to speak with children at school, hear their problems 
and see how best you can assist those experiencing problems. 
T          : Yes it is true, I want to really assist you, and together we have to work on 
this issue of witchcraft because I can see it is really bothering you. 
C          : Uuuuu... I will be happy about it. 
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T           : Since it is bothering you and you want to get rid of them, let’s give it a 
name? 
C           : A name... (Showing some amazement) how come a name? 
T           : Let’s describe it as something that exists far away there...because we want 
to get rid of it. 
C          : Mmm... I think I will call it shit (she spoke softly and showing some 
shyness) 
T          : Ok, why specifically shit. 
C         : I call it shit since it smells so badly and I want to get rid of it. It must just 
leave me alone. 
T         : Ok as of now as we talk about it we will call it shit and tells it how much you 
hate it. 
C        : By giving it a name do you think it will leave me alone? 
T        : I think so, let’s try to work on it and see, hopefully it will work for us 
C        : How are we going to do it? 
Therapist: Let’s change roles and you will see. (You will take the role of a therapist, 
i.e. I will take the role of a client i.e. vice versa) as we talk about shit, we are trying to 
externalise it. (This was done in the language children understand better) as I play 
the game you may ask me questions where possible. Say whatever you want to say 
to shit.  (The therapist as she will now be the client selected stones and they both sit 
on the floor as they played.)...  You know what shit! you must know that I hate you , 
please stop bothering me, I am not going to allow you to ruin my life any more I am 
tired of you. Stop following me at school and at midnight, I am not your child as of 
today you are no longer going to control this body. (I hit harder...and harder as I was 
talking) 
Client     : the way you have hit it, it felt down and I think it is unconscious... (Look at 
it) 
Therapist:  Yes, I am going to hit more and more ( I threw shit up and down... you... 
get away of my body, this is not the body to play on...I hate you... I don’t care 
whether you are bleeding or not... I don’t care. 
Client    : Is it dead... (She opened her eyes widely) dead...? 
Therapist: I think so, if it is dead, how will it make you feel? 
Client: happy because, I know there will be nobody bothering me. (Smiled...) 
Therapist    : I can see that (nodding her head)...this was really bothering you. Let’s 
assume it dead. 
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Client: she smiled and clapped her hands  
 (The therapist then asked her, can you do it now. Cause I was showing you, how 
you can do it after we have changed the roles) 
Client: Yes I can do it, but shit is dead... she is dead...dead... dead...dead, she ll 
never come back again. 
Therapist: Now it’s your turn, they then exchanged roles. Let’s play Masekitlane now 
C: Ok...but can we go and play outside? 
 T: Dont you think outside we may get disturbances 
C: May be but lets try out there at the back of the computer centre, there is some 
shade (they both went outside and there were no noise from classrooms nor learners 
outside the classroom) 
T: (she took out two cushions from the suitcase, the other one was given to the 
participant and she made use of the other one) and asked the participant to select 
stones since she took those other ones as dead (Then the game started) 
C: I feel to continue from where you finished because I want to see shit not coming 
back again.  
T: Ok you may continue. 
C: the three witches fought against themselves, bit her... bit her (shouted Hlobile s 
mother) no you can’t beat me like this, I am not your child...leave me alone, the other 
witch said “mshaye...mshaye...u ya delela lo mloi lo, mshaye... hambo uyo thenga 
ipetrol, le inja iya delela...”.( Meaning, bit her...bit her...this witch she undermine 
people, go and buy petrol so that we can set this dog alight) the other one ran 
quickly to buy petrol. 
T:  who was fighting who? Remember...we gave those witches a name 
C: oh...I forgot...the two shit were fighting the other one. (hitting harder and harder, 
throwing the stone high, dig the hole with the stone and pour her with petrol. 
T: shit screamed iyooo....iyooo...thusa (Meaning help...Please help... 
C: She fell down... (kwaaaa....kwaaaa...people around clapped their hands and 
laughed) she threw her in the opening made on the floor and said, the dog is 
gone...gone forever..(She was buried immediately.  She is dead we are no longer 
going to talk about shit...gone...gone forever 
T: Do you think you have dealt with shit the right way 
 C: yes  
T: what if she comes? 
C: she won’t come back, she is dead... dead 
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T: if she comes back? 
C : I don’t think she ll come back, but if she comes back I will ask you to help again 
thank you so much and I will see you next time, I am now tired and was not seeing 
the time. Thank you... thank you...I know how to deal with them now. Goodbye!!! (Off 
she ran to her friends, since they were waiting for her under the tree) 
 
 The word therapist written in full indicates exchanged roles, meaning it is the real 
client that speaks and the word client written fully indicates that it is the real therapist 
that speaks. Those with only letter “T” and “ C” this stands for therapist  and client 
not role exchanged.  
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Transcripts of an individual interview with the participants’ 
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Field Notes on Observation 
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Observation Notes for Participant 2 
The first time when I visited the school, I was surprised by high level of 
noise from the classrooms during contact time. I introduced myself to the 
principal and indicated my intention to do research at his school. The 
second time I visited the school participant 2 behaved strangely. She 
was jumpy and the SBST coordinator who is also her class educator 
introduced her to me. Most of the time when I visited the school I would 
see her roaming around the school yard. If it happens that she saw me 
she would quickly come to me and ask if I am coming to see her. ‘Are 
we going to play Masekitlane together? I know what story to tell you 
today’ [These are some of the questions she would ask and some of the 
responses she would give] 
   
Participant 2 get used to people quickly, during our 1st session when I 
was establishing rapport with her, she was very much talkative. Her 
behaviour is somehow an eye opener to the person she is working with. 
She seems to be a care free child. Most of the time after interacting with 
the participants, tea or some snacks would be provided. When realising 
that I am still alone she would come and ask for the remaining food. This 
went on like that even after the session we had together. She is totally 
not shy. 
 
During the 2nd session she talked about her family and the three witches. 
She went as far as drawing them with the snake that is often with them: 
 
 
As she talked about how they collect them at midnight she even 
emphasized by talking louder, hitting the stone harder, throwing it up 
and down. Sometimes her voice would tremble, she would become 
more serious and as she talked I observed that her mouth kept on 
changing positions. 
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She further indicated that her granny was going to take her to the 
sangomas. I observed that the participant was not hiding anything, if 
something is bothering her she talks about it. I have seen a lot of 
freedom in her. In one of the sessions she wanted me to talk to her mom 
to allow her to attend the Christian church with the aim that it would also 
assist her in fighting the three witches. She couldn’t hide how she felt 
about an issue. 
 
 
I understood that this is a drawing (drawn by participant 2) shows the imaginary 
world of her experience of the three witches she was talking about and the snake. 
From the videos and my interaction with the participants I was able to make 
observations which informed the questions I asked as in participant 2's discussion of 
the church issue: 
C: I don’t know, but last time I went to church and prayed the whole day. 
I kept on hearing the voice saying go out of the church... now... now... 
please... go out. (Repeated several times into my ears) (I cried and fell 
down) pastor prayed for me, he invited other pastors and it became 
better. 
T: Do you think the church makes you to overcome all this? 
C: Yes, at least I can sleep but the problem is my mother doesn’t want 
me to go to the Christian church. 
T: Why is she not interested when you go there? 
C: She says I must go to our Dutch Reformed Church and the service is 
only on Sunday and they don’t pray for us as compared to the Christian 
church. 
T: Meaning you feel comfortable going to the Christian church as 
compared to the Dutch Reformed Church? 
C: Yes, when I am from the Christian church at least at night I can 
sleep... and peacefully without fear. 
T: Have you ever discussed this, with any family member or extended 
family that you trust and believe that your mom could listen to? 
C: I tried to speak to my granny, she does understand my situation but 
my mom doesn’t want to believe me or listen to my granny. 
T:  How does this make you feel?  
 
This illustrates some of the illuminating or clarifying questions I asked during the 
playing of Masekitlane. 
Furthermore she used words like shouting, e.g. "At home mom and dad do shout to 
one another but they are not fighting.  Cousins shouting to each other."  Or more 
extensively: 
 
C: We are four. My dad woke up in the morning and headed for the toilet 
and he started shouting for my mother to wakeup. My mother woke up 
and told my dad that they are not taking the same bus. 
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T: why they do not have to go on the same bus? 
C: Because my dad works for local business and my mom works in the 
city. Then my dad took a taxi and my mom got onto the bus. Then it was 
my turn and my brother’s turn to wakeup. I then started shouting for him 
to wakeup. 
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Reflective Journal 
An example from my reflective journal is reproduced: 
After the interview I had with participant no 1’s class teacher my heart 
was so sore to learn of a young boy who is not taken care of. To my 
eyes the mother appears to be a “care free” it looks like the child doesn’t 
get enough support from home. The mother often embarrasses him by 
coming to school being drunk. I started putting my legs in the boy’s 
shoes, imagining how I would react with this kind of situation if it was 
myself. 
Although I learnt that the granny seems to be an asset in the child’s life, 
because she was available most of the time when I needed to do some 
intervention. 
 
One of my reflections was as follows: 
I felt sad to learn that the boy performs poorly at school in that he has 
poor concentration, he even fall asleep during lessons. I started asking 
myself as to what could be happening with the boy from his family of 
origin and around the school. 
I started to ask myself questions on whether are the teachers a barrier to 
a child, the environment, his family or the child himself. 
These questions emanate from the factors that he doesn’t perform well 
in class. He doesn’t take part in extracurricular activities and he doesn’t 
have friends. All these really affected me. 
During our 1st session with participant no1 (Establishment of rapport) 
when looking at him I started to ask myself questions. He was innocent, 
quiet and looking at me as if he wanted to ask or tell me something. 
During our 2nd session with participant no 1, he kept on saying one thing 
over and over again. Hence I suspected that hopefully the mother 
prepared him on what to say and not to say i.e. revealing only good 
family interaction where is put on the table daily.   
He was less talkative and seemed to be somehow “shy” and 
uncomfortable, wondering when asked questions and did not maintain 
proper eye contact particularly when we were talking about the activities 
they do at home. 
One afternoon after our meeting/session I had to take the participant 
home. When we entered the yard we were greeted by a heavily drunk 
mom who was even balancing with the wall buildings. She shouted  
saying “I want the child to be taken away from school” When asked the 
reason for that she said as a social worker for the child I must take it 
upon myself to take him from school because there is no progress the 
boy keeps on failing. 
All this really hurts me because these are some of the things which 
affect the child. Words like “he keeps on failing’’ they really demoralise 
the child. The child ends up knowing that he is being labelled as a 
failure. 
 
The Next meeting 
The boy did not avail himself for therapy and he was present at school. 
He knew I will be coming in the afternoon nevertheless, he did not show-
up to the therapy room at school.  As he is staying less than 50 meters 
away from school, I called his granny and was surprised because he did 
not even reach home and was totally not at school. I started asking 
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myself that he must be hiding from something. Quickly I remembered 
the last time I saw him was when the mother was doing funny things. 
These are some of the things which affected my research study and my 
feelings as a researcher. Really needed information was hidden and 
embarrassing factors affected the participant.  
During the fourth interview the participant was somehow different he 
talked about his preferred subjects at school such as Art & Culture. He 
was questioned more on this aspect with the aim of finding out, if this 
could be his asset or not.  Although he indicated that he likes it because 
most of the time they are doing portraits. Even though the class 
educator indicated that he is not good in all the learning areas or 
subjects. Unfortunately the class educator was the first person to be 
interviewed.  
In one of the interviews while he was playing Masekitlane he made 
mention of his father who would wake up and go to work. This was a 
contradiction because his father has passed on according to the 
information from the granny and he himself the participant. 
 
I also kept in mind the main elements of narrative therapy which I jotted down from 
Payne and White as: 
Narrative therapy based on White and Epston (Payne's book) - The 
children tell their problematic story in a safe space using Masekitlane; I 
ask probing and clarifying questions - so we got a store of remembered 
material; I can give a name to the problem by using some externalising 
language to name it. 
What I want to do is separate the identity of the children from their 
problem - witchcraft or food or family stuff; my assumption will be that 
cultural, social and political issues will be blamed for the children's 
problems. 
I could ask what influence has the problem had on you child?  What 
influence have you had on the problem? 
Helping the children remember things which are "unique outcomes" so 
that I can ask more questions about what is inconsistent in what they 
have told. I can ask the child to "take a position on the problem".  
Instead of I'll let the children draw.   
Re-membering can take place.  Would the outsider witnesses be me or 
other children when we retell the story to enrich the self-story. 
This is part my reflections as I was involved with the participants.  
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